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II II <0" ,0< been M easy year at the law <"00'IWhen I was in practice, I got a wonderfulletter from a lawyer who was on the other sideof a transaction. We were engaged in a
difficult merger, and although we were great
friends and although he was a great lawyer and one of
those people with whom one loves to work, things were
not going well. We had difficult clients, and it was a
difficult deal to put together.
My friend wrote:
"Dear Riff: This letter starts pleasantly and ends
pleasantly. It is only the middle that
you will not like."
This quote describes OUf year. It
started pleasantly, and I believe it is
ending pleasantly. The middle of the
year, however, was just awful.
The 1991-92 academic year surely
started on a positive note. We had a
Dean Campbell record number of applications for
admission and had enrolled the best
first year class ever (our median LSAT score jumped
almost 2 points). We had successfully recruited two
new and capable young professors.
We were coming off a record year in our fund
raising. We were completing work on our Law School
Enhancement Plan, a most ambitious plan inspired and
refined by our Visiting Committee and a plan that
establishes the framework for major progress by the law
school. I could go on, but the point is made, I believe,
that we were moving strongly in the right direction.
We knew, however, that the year would be strenuous
for us, because, for example, we were due for our
sabbatical ABA accreditation inspection. What we did
not anticipate, of course, was the 10% reduction in the
University's state funding. When the dust settled from
the budget cut, the law school lost 8% of its operating
budget.
I do not intend to minimize the harmful effect of this
cut in our operating budget. It hurt us and the quality of
what we are able to do. We lost funding in many
important areas, including significant losses in library
and scholarship support.
The problem is exacerbated, frankly, by out own
efficiency. If an institution is efficient and generating
real benefit from its marginal dollar, cuts hurt even
more.
What we suffered, however, is no different from
what most other institutions of higher education, both
public and private, are suffering.
Notwithstanding our temporary setbacks, I believe
the law school will continue its steady progress.
Already we see signs that we are moving ahead.
Again, our applications for admission for 1992 are at
a record level (they are up approximately 17% from last
year, which itself was a record).
Our private support for 1991 was outstanding, and I
think this year may be even better. During 199 I, we
completed our Ashland Challenge by raising a total of
over $500,000. We established and funded the Edward
T. Breathitt Professorship of Law. During this calendar
year, Colvin Rouse ('28) of Versailles established one
of our largest ever scholarship endowments.
I hope this does not make me appear overly
Panglossian, but I am convinced that our sound funda-
mentals, energy and aggressive pursuit of sensible goals
are bases for continued progress.
I cannot close without acknowledging the retirement
of Martha Grange from the law school. Martha left us at
the end of June.
Martha first came to the law school in 1967. She saw
thousands of students, scores of faculty and staff and
five deans. She was an important part of the place. I
personally enjoyed my association with Martha tremen-
dously. She tolerated me as a student, faculty member
and dean. We all wish her the very best and will miss
her.~~~c~~
About this Issue
This edition and all future editions of the Kentucky
Lawyer will be printed on recycled paper.
Due to University budget cuts, we have converted to
more economical paper, and collapsed the alumni
magazine and development report into one edition. As
of this issue, the new magazine editors are:
Editor, Kentucky Lawyer magazine:
Drusilla V. Baker!
Development Report:
Deborah Wells
This issue was published in cooperation with the UK
Publications Bureau/Public Relations, UK Photographic
Services and UK Publishing Services.
All applicants to the University 01 Kentucky meellng the appropriate
requirements and technical slandards shall be considered equally for
admission 10 any academic program regardless 01 race, color, religion, sex,
marital status, national origin, age or handicap.
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Bert Combs in his law offices in 1988.
In Memoriam Dean of Men at the University whenTwas a student and certainly was arole model for Bert.The lawyers in his home town of
Manchester provided the opportu-
nity for him to be a law clerk. His
professors in the law school recog-
nized in Bert a student with rare
intellect and understanding of the
law. He was Order of the Coif and
Managing Editor of the Kentucky
Law Journal. His classmates had
great respect for Bert and they sup-
By EDWARD T. BREATHITT She instilled in Bert the value of an
education and the importance of never
stopping the learning process.
Bert worked his way through
Cumberland College and the Univer-
sity of Kentucky College of Law . His
uncle, Dean "T-Square" Jones, was
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When you reflect on Bert Thomas
Combs as a lawyer, you have first to
think of Bert as a student. Certainly
hismother, amountain schoolteacher,
had a profound influence in his life.
ported him throughout his political
career. I was privileged to be his
friend.
On many hunting and fishing trips,
I would find Bert reading one of the
classics, or a book about a famous
leader or a distinguished lawyer.
Bertwasa lawyer's lawyer. When
he moved to Prestonsburg to practice
law, his friend Woodrow Burchett
said, "He talked like us, he walked
like us, he thought like us, and we
liked him."
He soon established a reputation
as a man to be valued if he was on
your side in a lawsuit and one to be
respected and feared if he was your
opponent. In his quiet way he would
analyze the problem, do his research,
set a strategy, and represent his client
in a very effective way. He realized
the value of thorough preparation and
never went to court unprepared.
Bert was elected Common-
wealth's Attorney and honed his skills
as a prosecutor. This served him well
when General Douglas MacArthur
selected him to help prosecute Japa-
nese war-criminals attheendofWorld
War II.
Bert was ajudge's judge. Bert was
drafted to run for Kentucky's highest
court. That was a very difficult race
because his opponent was a distin-
guished fanner Republican governor
and member of the court, the Honor-
able Simeon S. Willis. Fortunately,
Bert ran in a strongly Democratic
district and was elected.
That's when I first knew him, for
I served on the Judicial Council of
Kentucky, which he chaired. The
judges and other members of the coun-
cil immediately recognized that Bert
was not an ordinary man.
His opinions on the court and his
leadership in his profession soon
marked him for greatness.
Edward T. Breathitt is a former
Kentucky governor, UK Board of
Trustees interim chairperson and a
, 950 graduate of the College of Law.
Bert T. Combs in his 1937 graduation
photo trom the UK College of Law.
Following his outstanding term
as Governor, President Johnson ap-
pointed him to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Cir-
cuit.
There he earned the respect of his
fellow judges and the lawyers who
practiced in his court. He found,
however, that he missed being in the
pit as a contestant and soon had the
opportunity to be a lawyer/politi-
cian when he was asked to be a
partner in the firm of Bull itt, Combs
and Tarrant, which later merged with
Wilson Wyatt's firm to form Wyatt,
Tarrant & Combs. Bert quipped,
"When we merged in the governor's
race we agreed my name came first.
When we merged law firms I thought
it was only fair for Wilson's name to
be first."
Bert Combs was a public servant
that cared.
The unemployed coal miner,
standing in a food stamp or com-
modities line with the cold winter
wind whistling up his britches leg,
knew that he had a friend in the
Governor's office that cared.
The widow of a coal miner, with
a house full of children to raise and
educate, knew that she had a Gover-
nor that cared.
The child, whether born with
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black, brown, yellow, or white skin,
knew that he had a Governor and a
man that cared and would devote his
life to ensuring equal opportunity.
I won't attempt to outline the great
accomplishments of Bert as a gover-
nor. As a lawyer, in the last years of
his life, Bert won the greatest case of
his career, pro bono, when he suc-
cessfully represented sixty-six
school districts before the Kentucky
Supreme Court, ultimately resulting
in the Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
His dear friend and journalist, John
Ed Pearce, summed it up in his tribute
at Bert's eightieth birthday celebra-
tion:
Combs has cause to be con-
tent. They say that the loveliest
light of day illuminates the
evening sky, and if Combs de-
cides to relax in the afternoon
light, he has earned the chance.
In a day when men prate of
being education president or
education governor but do noth-
ing to justify the claim, Bert
Combs can take comfort in the
knowledge that, without fool-
ish boast or self-serving words,
he was the savior of Kentucky
education.
I don't know how he feels
about being called Kentucky's
greatestgovemor. Idon't know
how he would feel about being
Kentucky's first citizen. But
that's what he is.
Bert left his mark on Kentucky
and we are a better Commonwealth
and a better people because of his
service. All of us will miss him. He
deserves his rest and his honored
place in history.
Goodnight, sweet prince ....
Reprinted with permission from 80 Kentucky Law
Journal NO.3 (1991-92), Pages 559-561.
@i CLASS ACTIONS
J.D. Bond '33 has two sons who are
lawyers, one in Daytona Beach and
one in San Francisco. He writes that
they "afford us feelings of security, and
travel incentives, too." He would like to
hear from any other members of the
Class of '33 at his home address, 801
Pine Tree Court, DeLand, FL 32724-
2929.
J. David Francis '47, Chief Judge
of Kentucky's Eighth Judicial District,
was elected Secretary of the National
Conference of Trial Judges at its recent
meeting. Judge Francis also was ap-
pointed Chairman of the Victims of
Crime Committee of the National Con-
ference of State Trial Judges, the trial
judge arm of the ABA.
Melvin K. Duke '51 retired from
practice this year. From 1978 through
1989 he served as District Judge for
Kentucky's 46th District. During 1990
and 1991 he served frequently as a
Special Circuit Judge, primarily in the
46th Judicial Circuit. He is living in
Hardinsburg, where he practiced law
from 1951 until 1977.
Col. Henry Watson Jr. '51 and his
wife Eloise have returned to Lexington,
where four of their children and four of
their grandchildren are living. He re-
tired as Chief Circuit Judge, 3rd Judi-
cial Circuit, U.S. Army Judiciary in 1982
and lived in EI Paso, Texas until this
year. The Watsons now reside at 2109
Jim Stephenson, '67, Ashland, with
Dean Biff Campbell, '69, at the annual
alumni reception.
Park Plaza, 120 E. Main Street in
Lexington.
Gardner L. Turner '54, along with
Don S. Sturgill '55, Jerry D. Truitt
'72, Donald P. Moloney II '73,
Stephen L. Barker '75, Ann D.
Sturgill '76, Kevin G. Henry '78,
Stephen P. Carson '80, Phillip M.
Moloney '82, Douglas L. McSwain
'83 and Gene L. Humphreys '89,
have reformed the Lexington office of
Ogden, Sturgill & Welch under the
new name, Sturgill, Turner & Truitt.
George D. Schrader '55, Profes-
sor and Director of Judicial Studies at
Auburn University at Montgomery,
Alabama, is now serving as President
of the Barrister Press, and Mayor of
the Halcyon Forest Trail Community.
Robert C. Cetrulo '57 has been
elected President of PROOF, Inc., a
non-profit corporation which serves
as the advisory board to the Oakwood
Facility for the developmentally dis-
turbed. He has served on the Board
and as legal counsel to PROOF for
many years.
William E. Johnson '57 has been
appointed vice-chair of the Criminal
Justice Committee of the American
Bar Association.
Jacob W. Mayer '57 writes that he
is "still in reasonable shape. At present,
I am the volunteer Washington repre-
sentative for the American Chess
Foundation." He has retired from the
Federal Communications Commission
and two private firms practicing before
the Commission and is living in Arling-
ton, Virginia with his wife Gloria Mayer,
nee Hensler, a 1954 UK graduate.
Whayne C. Priest '62 has been
selected as a Fellow of the American
College of Trial Attorneys, a national
association of 4,500 Fellows in the
United States and Canada.
William Bryan Martin '64, Presi-
dent of Franklin College in Indiana, is
now writing a national column for the
Scripps Howard News Service. In his
column he addresses the issues fac-
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ing higher education from the per-
spective of a small, private college.
Col. John R. Bozeman '65 retired
from the U.S. Army on June 1 of this
year. He has moved from the Wash-
ington area to Augusta, GA, where he
is employed as Associate General
Counsel for Westinghouse Savannah
River Corp. at Aiken, SC.
Graddy W. Johnson '65 is now
with the Lexington-Fayette Urban
County Government Law Department
in Lexington.
John M. Stuard '65 is running
unopposed for re-election this fall to
the Trumbull County, Ohio Court of
Common Pleas. He was appointed to
fill a vacancy on that court in 1991,
after serving eight years as Trumbull
CounlyCourtJudge. Hewrites, "Linda
and I have recently been blessed with
a beautiful new granddaughter, Mar-
garet Elizabeth, and a very handsome
new grandson, Mason Hamilton."
J. Wendell Roberts '66, Chief
Judge of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court
for the Western District of Kentucky,
has been elected governor-aI-large of
the National Conference of Bankruptcy
Judges.
Thomas Roberts '66 and Tho-
mas Moak '85 are partners in the new
firm of Stumbo, Bowling & Barber,
P .S.C. formed on the merger of
Stumbo, Barber and Moak, P.S.C.
and Bowling Law Offices, P.S.C. The
new firm has offices in Prestonsburg,
Martin, Middlesboro and Hazard.
Kathleen F. Brickey '68 received
a Distinguished Faculty Award from
the Washington University School of
Law, where she has been a member
of the faculty since 1976.
Joe Bill Campbell '68 has been
elected President of the Kentucky Bar
Association for 1992-93. He is also
Chairman of the Council on Higher
Education for Kentucky.
David Deep '69 has started his
own practice in partnership with Zack
N. Womack. His new office address is
790 Bob Posey Street, P.O. Box 50,
Henderson, KY 42420.
C. Edward Glasscock '69 has been
named immediate past chairman of
the Louisville Area Chamber of Com-
merce for 1992.
u, Col. William Hagan '71 has
been selected by the Judge Advo-
cates Association as the Outstanding
Career Armed Services Lawyer in the
U.S. Army. He is an associate judge
on the U.S. Army Court of Military
Review, the Army's only appellate
court.
John Marshall Meisburg Jr. '71
writes, "After spending eight years in
Washington, D.C. with the U.S. Office
of Special Counsel, I joined the FDIC
in Orlanda, Florida, in September of
1991. Denise and I now have four
children-Rachel (7), John III (5), Micah
(3) and Melody (8 months)."
Wm. T. Robinson III '71 recently
was re-elected as State Delegate to
the House of Delegates of the Ameri-
can Bar Association for a three-year
term. In April, 1992, he became a
Knight of The Sovereign Military and
Hospitaller Order of Malta. Founded
as a religious order of the Catholic
Church in the eleventh century, the
Knights of Malta are recognized
throughout the world for service to the
sick and the poor.
Thomas C. Dawson '72, District
Judge for the Nelson District Court in
Bardstown, has been elected to serve
as representative for the Fifth District
to the Executive Committee of the
National Conference of Special Court
Judges. He will represent judges in
Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, Ten-
nessee and West Virginia.
Michael W. Hawkins '72 was
elected President-Elect of the Cincin-
nati Bar Association in April of this
year. He is also Chairman of the
Cincinnati Chapter of the American
Red Cross.
William M. Nixon '72 is teaching
Criminal Justice at Eastern Kentucky
University.
William B. Churchill '73 is working
for the Texas Rehabilitation Commis-
sion and received his M.B.A. degree in
August, 1991. He would like to hear
from members of the classes of '72,
'73 and '74 at his home address, 1706
Whitney Way, Austin, TX 78741, par-
ticuiarly with regard to career opportu-
nities.
Phillip Rogers Patton '73 and E.
Mahlian Grinstead '85 have formed a
partnership for the general practice of
law. The offices of Patton & Grinstead
are located at221 South Greene Street,
Glasgow, KY.
George Anthony "Tony" Smith
'73 has joined the Atlanta firm of
Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan as a part-
ner in their construction practice group.
Jack D. Tolliver '73, who also has
an M.D. degree, is currently Chief of
the Department of Emergency Medi-
cine at the Charleston Area Medical
Center in West Virginia. He is also an
associate clinical instructor with the
West Virginia University Medical
School and President of Emergency
Management Specialists, a corpora-
tion providing medical-legal consulta-
tions.
Charles D. Moore Jr. '74 retired in
October, 1991, from the Common-
wealth of Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet after over 27 years of service.
He is now an underwriter with Lloyd's
of London in its Frankfort office.
Dan L. Owens '74 is now a partner
with Brown, Todd & Heyburn in its
Louisville office, specializing in inter-
national licensing, immigration and
domestic relations. His wife Marcia is
in the personnel department at Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Company.
Kenneth D. Petrey '74 is now as-
sociated with the firm of Climaco
Climaco Seminatore Lefkowitz &
Garofoli Co. L.P.A. in Cleveland. His
wife Katherine Gossick Petrey '74
has retired temporarily from her prac-
tice at Squire, Sanders & Dempsey to
stay home with their two children.
Steven B. Bright '75 was one of
five attorneys to receive the John Mi-
nor Wisdom Public Service and Pro-
fessionalism Award, conferred annu-
ally by the ABA Litigation Section in
recognition of high standards of pro-
fessionalism and outstanding contri-
butions in promoting an open system
of justice.
John J. Davis '76 of Pikeville, KY
is now admitted to practice before the
U.S. Patent & Trademark Office.
Gary W. Callahan '77 is now with
United Agri Products, Inc. in Greeley,
CO
Michael L. Flowers '77 has been
promoted to Vice President and Assis-
tant Secretary for the Midland Com-
pany in Cincinnati, Ohio. He remains
chief counsel of the company's legal
department.
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Carroll M. Redford '59, Glasgow, with
his son, Carroll M. "Trip" Redford III
'91, Lexington.
John D. Minton,Jr. '77 was elected
Warren Circuit Judge, Second Divi-
sion, effective January of this year.
Jennifer B. Coffman '78 has joined
the Lexington firm of Newberry,
Hargrove & Rambicure as a partner.
Laura D. Ketler '78 has been
elected to the partnership of Stites &
Harbison.
William W. Cotting '79 has opened
his own practice at 276 West Main
Street, Northboro, MA 01532.
Marie Alagia Cull '79 and Susan
Mastin Scott '80, along with other
friends of Kathleen Beyer Dorman
'79, have set up a fund in her memory
with the Kentucky Foundation of Lit-
eracy. The Kathleen Beyer Dorman
Fund is being used to reprint and
distribute copies of an old Jesse Stuart
primer of short stories for use in adult
literacy classes. Alumni interested in
donating to the fund should write to the
Kentucky Foundation of Literacy, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1138, Frankfort, KY 40602.
Michaef F. Eubanks '79 writes,
"Kim and I are the proud parents of a
relatively new baby daughter, Michal
Frances Eubanks, born January 17,
1991, and a son, Dominic Faulkner
Eubanks, born September 3, 1986.
The firm Iwork for recently changed its
nameto Shumate, Flaherty & Eubanks.
In the fall of 1991, I became a member
of the NFL Player's Association and
hope to become active in the neqotia-
tion of NFL contracts for college play-
ers in the near future." Michael and
Kim live in Richmond, KY.
Continued next page
Class Actions
Beverly Hutcheson Griffith '79 gave
birth to a daughter, Elizabeth Kathleen
Griffith ("Betsy"), on November 22, 1991.
Beverly is working for Texas Gas Trans-
mission Corporation in Owensboro.
K. Gail Russell '79 is now a member of
the Louisville firm of Rubin, Hays & Foley.
Richard Simms '79 writes, "After prac-
ficing entertainment law for a couple of
years in New York, I am now running Goat
Cay Productions, Sigourney Weaver's film
company, affiliated with 20th Century Fox."
In November 1991 Richard and his wife,
Lisa Bankoff, had their second child, a
daughter, Charlotte Ruth.
David L. Huff '80 has been promoted
to Associate Counsel with Ashland Oil, Inc.
He works in the company's Lexington of-
fice. David recently completed three na-
tional examinations to receive the desig-
nation of Associate in Risk Management
from the Insurance Institute of America.
Patricia Mertens '80 has a new posi-
tion, Appeals Examiner, with the Virginia
Employment Commission in Alexandria,
VA.
William Keith Shannon '80 started in
January of this year as a partner in the new
firm of Allsep, Shannon & Linley, 4055
Faber Place Drive, Suite 215, North
Charleston, SC 29405. His article, "Tips
for Lawyers in Dealing with the News Me-
dia," was published in the January, 1992,
edition of South Carolina Lawyer maga-
zine.
Katherine Ann Brothers '81 married
Mark Beall in February 1991. Mark is a
classical musician, composer and arranger
who ownsa MIDI recording studio in Nash-
ville. He has had numerous original pieces,
including operas, performed. Katherine
works for Better-BillAluminum Products in
Smyrna, TN.
Alan B. Feldbaum '81 has been elected
to the partnership of Barnes & Thornburg.
He is located in the firm's South Bend,
Indiana, office.
Robert E. Wagner '81 joined the firm of
Peterson & Ross, 600 S. Second Street,
Springfield, IL 62704, as a partner in 1991.
He mans the firm's office in the Illinoisstate
capital with former Illinois Direclorof Insur-
ance Zack Stamp. They specialize in insur-
ance, regulatory and corporate law, and
coverage litigation. The firm's other offices
are in Chicago, Los Angeles and London.
Mark W. Browning '84 has
become a partner with the
Charleston, WV, firm of Shuman,
Ann and & Poe.
Steven W. Cessna '84 and
Timothy Crawford '84 are with
the new Lexington office of
Scoville, Cessna, Crawford,
P.S.C. located in Goodwin
Square, Suite 110, 444 East
Mai n Street.
M.E. Hart '84 was featured
in a recent article in the Legal
Times of Washington, D.C. The
article focused on his after-hours
work as an actor with the Arena
Stage troupe of Washington. In
addition to his work with Arena
Stage, he has a regular role on
the WUSA-TV show, "In Our
Lives," and in 1990 he used his knowledge
of Russian to act as interpreter for the
Peace Child theater troupe on its tour of
the Ukraine. He is with the D.C. Office of
Human Rights and Minority Business, and
drafted that agency's AIDS non-discrimi-
nation policy in 1986, later adopted by the
District government as one of the nation's
first statutes prohibiting discrimination on
the basis of HIV status.
Mark M. Jones '84, a partner with Jor-
dan & Keys in Washington, D.C., writes,
"After becoming a partner in my law firm, I
elected to become a part-time (4 days a
week) employee in order to enjoy life and
my new daughter, Alexandria (Born April
30, 1992) a little more." Mark is married to
Michelle Rusk.
From left, Bill Rambicure '81, lexington, George E.long, II
'72,Benton, past president of the Kentucky BarAssociation,
and Jennifer Coffman '78, lexington, convention chair,
during the KBA convention.
Eric G. Farris '82 has been appointed
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney for
the 55th Judicial District (Bullitt County),
which is a part-time position. He still main-
tains a general civil practice with Buckman
& Farris, P.S.C. in Shepherdsville.
Karen Marple Long '82 moved to Rocky
Mount, NC in January 1991 to take a
position as Senior Corporate Attorney with
Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. She married
Jerry Long of Wrightsville Beach, NC in
October 1991.
Jane E. Mitchell '82 is now associated
with the Lexington firm of Newberry,
Hargrove & Rambicure. For the past eight
years she served as a deputy city attorney
for the city of Los Angeles.
Ethyle Noel '82 opened a solo practice
in December 1990 which is now located at
110 East Main Street, Georgetown, KY
40324.
Judith Villines '82 has been named
Law Commissionerforthe Commonwealth
of Kentucky, Natural Resources and Envi-
ronmental Protection Cabinet.
C. Johnston Cramer, III '83 left private
practice in 1990 to start a life and health
brokerage tirm. He joined the Lexington
Investment Company in February of this
year to conduct its insurance planning busi-
ness and continue insurance brokerage
with his partner, Ralph Currie, former tax
partner with KPMG Peat Marwick. Their
firm is located at 360 East Vine Street,
Lexington, KY, 40507, and specializes in
estate and business insurance planning.
James W. Taylor '83 has been elected
to the partnership of Stites & Harbison. He
is the founder of the Kentucky High School
Mock Trial Competition.
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Amye Bensenhaver Majors '84 is now
with the Office of the Attorney Generai in
Frankfort.
Debra Spotts Merchant '84 was pro-
filed in a recent article in the Cotntnuni-K,
UK's faculty and staff magazine. She is
working with the Mid-South Regional Re-
source Center, based on campus as part of
the UK Interdisciplinary Human Develop-
ment Institute-University Affiliate Program.
The federally-funded Center offers techni-
cal assistance to state departments of edu-
cation in the Mid-South to help them better
serve people with all kinds of disabilities.
Lavinia Theodoli Spirito '84 and her
husband, Dr. Michael Spirito, have a new
daughter, Mary LeGrand, age 8 months.
Lavinia has a solo practice in Lexington
focusing mainly on domestic relations, con-
tracts, unemployment and civil law.
John S. Talbott III is now a shareholder
in the Lexington firm of Kincaid, Wilson,
Schaeffer, Hembree, Van Inwegen &
Kinser, P.S.C.
Lanna Martin Kilgore '85 is now asso-
ciated with the firm of Steers & Steers in
Bowling Green, KY.
Craig Reinhardt '85 has been made a
partner with Fowler, Measle and Bell in
Lexington.
Cynthia L. Stewart '85 is now a partner
with Brown, Todd & Heyburn. She prac-
tices in the areas of general corporate and
banking law.
Michael Tucker '85 has joined the le-
gal staff of General Motors Corp. in Detroit,
practicing in the intellectual property area.
He was married on September21, 1991, to
the former Laura Lee Romeo, an attorney
for the environmental and energy practice
group of the GM legal staff.
Kathryn ("Kathy") Gray Warnecke '85
formed a partnership for the practice of law
with Tracey Bosomworth Wise in January
of this year, concentrating in the area of
commercial law with emphasis on bank-
ruptcy issues facing creditors and loan
workouts. The offices of Wise & Warnecke
are located at 147 West Main Street, Suite
3000, Lexington, KY 40507.
Steven E. Clifton '86 is now Corporate
Counsel for Alliant Health System, Inc. in
Louisville, which owns three hospitals in
Louisville and manages 25 other hospitals
in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois.
Mary Ulmer Jones '86 is now Labor
and Employment Law Counsel for
NationsBank in Atlanta, a company with
55,000 employees and $12 billion in as-
sets.
Janie C. McKenzie '86 was elected
President of the Floyd County Bar Asso-
ciation for 1992. She is with Boehl Stopher
Graves & Oeindoerfer in the firm's
Prestonsburg office.
Roger L. Nicholson '86 married Mar-
garet Blossfeld in November 1991. He
recently took a position as Vice President
and General Counsel of Ark Land Com-
pany in Fairview Heights, IL, the land-
holding subsidiary of Arch Mineral Corpo-
ration.
Jeffrey R. Tipton '86 and Wesley R.
Tipton '86 have opened the Law Firm of
Tipton and Tipton, 404 East Center Street,
Corbin, KY. Their practice will be concen-
trated in the areas of personal injury, do-
mestic litigation and general trial practice.
Stan Cox '87 has accepted appoint-
ment for fall 1992 as an assistant professor
to The New England School of Law in
Boston, MA. He will be teaching Conflicts
of Laws and Environmental Law.
William B. ("Buddy") Kirk, Jr. '87 has
left the firm of Kennedy Covington Lobdell
& Hickman after 4 1/2 years to open his
own firm, Kirk& Palmer, P.A. The new firm
specializes in all aspects of business law,
including real estate, corporate, tax and
estate planning, and is located at 122
Cherokee Road, Charlotte, NC 28207.
Michelle C. Landers '87 is now Asso-
ciate General Counsel for Hoechst
Celanese Corporation in Charlotte, NC.
Her daughter, Hannah Meagan Landers,
was born on September 28, 1990.
John Lindsey Adams '88 is now asso-
ciated with the firm of Turner and
Underwood in Hopkinsville, KY.
William G. Crabtree, II '88 is now asso-
ciated with the firm of Galvin, Galvin &
Leeney. He was formerly General Coun-
sel and Administrative Manager for
Securex-Security Experts, Ltd. in London,
KY.
John F. Estill '88 is now with Fox,
Wood &Wood, 331/2 West Second Street,
Maysville, KY 41056.
Elizabeth A. Hardy '88 has joined Mor-
gan & Pottinger, P.S.C. as an associate
attorney in the firm's Lexington office. She
is a member of the Creditor and Retail
Services Division of the firm. She also will
practice commercial and real estate law.
Susan Wesley McClure '88 and her
husband, Dr. William T. McClure, have a
new baby, Emily Katherine, born January
17, 1992. Susan is with the Common-
wealth of Kentucky Prosecutorial Advisory
System in its Madisonville office.
Frank Miller, Jr. '88 is an associate in
the Louisville office of Boehl Stopher Graves
Orson Oliver '68, Louisville, outgoing
president of the Law Alumni Association,
and his wife, Kathy.
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& Deindoerfer, where he practices general
defense litigation, including railroad de-
fense, personal injury and product liability
defense.
Garry A. Perry '88 is now associated
with the Lexington firm of Newberry,
Hargrove & Rambicure.
Nancy K. Bowman '89 is now an assis-
tant professor of journalism at the Univer-
sity of Missouri. Her article on libel law will
be published in the first fall 1992 issue of
the DePaul Law Review. Prof. Bowman is
also the ABA Liason forthe Law Division of
the Association for Education in Journal-
ism and Mass Communication.
John C. Rogers '89 has formed a part-
nership with his brother, Ben Rogers, who
is Barren County Attorney. The firm of
Rogers, Rogers & Sharp also includes Jeff
Sharp '87, and is located at 102 1/2 E.
Public Square, Glasgow, KY 42141. John
and his wife LaDonna have twin daughers,
Gwinn and Katherine, born October 28,
1991.
Scoll C. Wilhoit '89 is now practicing in
his hometown of Louisville as an associate
with Clark, Ward & Cave.
James C. Thornton '89 and his wife
Karon Bowling Thornton '90 write, "We
have recently bought a home! Our new
address is 1416 Mordecai Drive, Raleigh,
NC 27604, phone (919) 839-8126." James
is with Tharrington, Smith & Hargrove and
Karon is with Maupin, Taylor, ElIis&Adams,
both in Raleigh.
W. Bryan Hudson '90 is now associ-
ated with the firm at Stites & Harbison.
Stephen H. Jell '90 is now in the litiga-
tion departmentofTaft, Stettinius & Hollister
in Cincinnati. He specializes in commer-
cial litigation, with an emphasis in real
estate and construction. He is also Special
Counsel for Lee Fisher, Attorney General
for the State of Ohio.
Michael P. Neal '90 is now in the posi-
tion of Prosecutor with the U.S. Navy.
Classmates wishing to reach Mike can
write to the Naval Legal Service Oftice,
Box 124, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, 96860,
where Mike is stationed.
William Kevin Shannon '90 is now
associated with the firm of Denton & Keuler
in Paducah.
Craig W. Sloan '90 and his wife Karla
wrote in March that they were expecting a
baby in June of this year. Craig is with
Sloan, Yokom & Sloan, P.C., 5320 Holiday
Terrace, Kalamazoo, MI 49009.
Continued next page
IN MEMORIAM
Bert T. Combs '37,
Lexington and Stanton
Grant F. Knuckles '42,
Pineville
Cordell H. Martin '47,
Hindman
Sam F. Kibbey '49,
Ashland
Joseph H. McKinley '49,
Owensboro
Paul A. Saad '58,
Tampa, FL
J. Douglas Schrim '72,
Powell,OH
Class Actions
Donald G. Smith '90 is now with Friend
& Case Law Offices in Pikeville, KY.
Jacqueline K. Armstrong '91, Anne
E. Gorham '91, William T. Shier '91 and
Catherine Murr Young '91 are now asso-
ciated with the firm of Stites & Harbison.
Elizabeth Heilman '91 has joined the
office of the Jefferson County Com-
monwealth's Attorney as an assistant
commonwealth's attorney.
Clifton M. lIer '91 has joined the At-
lanta firm of Alston & Bird as an associate
in the litigation department.
Marc A. Lovell '91 is now associated
with the Lexington firm of Fowler, Measle
and Bell.
Mary Porter McKee '91 is practicing
with Elam & Miller in Lexington. She is
getting married in October 1992 and pur-
chased a new home last January.
Leslie W. Moore '91 is associated with
Brown, Todd & Heyburn in its Lexington
office.
William C. P'Pool '91 is now associ-
ated with Morgan & Pottinger, P.S.C. in the
firm's Louisville office.
scott C. Sutherland '91 is an Assistant
Attorney General for the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
Our thanks to all alumni who wrote in
response to the request for news. If you
would like to have your news printed in the
next issue, please fill out and send us the
"Alumni News" card on Page 30. Due to
publication deadlines, we were unable to
include items submitted after June 15,
1992. They will be published in the next
issue.
@iCLE
Judge Joe Lee receives
Harrison Tweed award
Earlier this year the Honorable Joe Lee, Chief Judge of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky, received the
Harrison Tweed Award for Special Merit in Continuing Legal Education.
The award was presented by the American Law Institute - American Bar
Association (ALI-ABA) at their annual awards luncheon on August 9,
1992, in San Francisco, an event held in conjunction with the American
Bar Association's 1992 Annual Meeting.
Judge Lee was the planning chair for the very first program presented
by the UK Office of Continuing Legal Education in October 1973. Since
that time he has served as planning chair for each of the bankruptcy
programs UK/CLE has conducted over its 20-year existence. Judge Lee, a
1955 UK law graduate, has been extremely active in CLE for more than 30
years and is considered by many to be the "founding father" of continuing
legal education in the state of Kentucky. His work also is well recognized
beyond Kentucky, Judge Lee having been involved with programs in 15
other states.
In addition to CLE program creation and administration, Judge Lee has
made numerous written contributions to the area of bankruptcy practice,
including sole authorship of the Bankruptcy Practice Manual published by
Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company, and service as Editor-In-Chief
of The American Bankruptcy Law Journal. His loyalty and dedication
have resulted in countless benefits to the Kentucky bar and to UK/CLE.
Support for high-quality continuing
legal education growing in Kentucky
At the January 1992 meeting of the Association of American Law
Schools' Section On Continuing Legal Education, Austin Anderson,
longtime Director of the Michigan program, set out "Seven Rules to Guide
CLE Directors." The first rule was "To Remember that Loyalty Is Dead."
We hope not. While this seems to be conventional wisdom in many parts
of the country, the University of Kentucky College of Law is pleased for
the opportunity to express its deep appreciation for the loyalty our many
speakers, authors, planning committee members, registrants, and publica-
tion patrons have shown to our CLE program.
As a separately budgeted, non-profit ann of the law school, our office
is established to be self-supporting. "Self-supporting" may be misleading.
We are supported by the loyal volunteers who lend their expertise to our
efforts, and by the persons who provide our funding through seminar
tuitions and publication purchases. We work throughout the year to
provide the highest quality CLE services financially possible. For UK/
CLE, loyalty is not dead. It is the fact which keeps us alive. Thanks again
to all who continue to make our existence possible!
- Todd Eberle
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Celebrating 20 years of service
By Todd Eberle
IrnI he Colleze of I .aw'sT Office of ContinuingLegal Education (UK/CLE) is preparing to
celebrate 20 years of
service to the legal profession. The
office continues to enhance its state,
regional and national reputation as a
provider of high quality conferences
and publications. The small, but
efficient staff worked particularly
hard during the 1991-92 year to keep
the office at the forefront of CLE
circles in Kentucky and beyond.
Assistant Director David Miller
worked with Editorial Assistant/
Marketing Director Charlene
Montgomery to develop and publish
four new practice handbooks, five
supplements to existing handbooks
and three new monographs. Miller
also addressed the 1991 ACLEA
Annual Meeting in Atlanta on
"Starting a Publishing Program."
Director Todd Eberle has been
nominated President-Elect of the
Association of Continuing Legal
Education Administrators (ACLEA)
and serves as editor of that
organization's Handbook For
Continuing Legal Education.
Business Manager Susan Saunier
supervised the finances of the
organization ably through a period
when CLE providers across the
country were reporting significant
financial losses. The work of each
staff member is substantial. How-
ever, with constant reassessment of
calendars, marketing efforts and
product quality, their efforts have
allowed the office to maintain a
position among the top law school
based CLE programs in the country.
UK/elE's newly supplemented three-volume civil practice set.
The December 1991 Midwest/Midsouth
Bankruptcy Institute featured an
outstanding national faculty and drew
registrants from seven states. Another
two-day program, Real Estate Into The
1990's, focused on current problems in
real estate and received high praise. The
February 1992 Midwest/Midsouth
Securities Law Conference in Louisville
enjoyed registrations from a five-state
region and featured SEC Commissioner
Richard Roberts among an impressive
group of speakers. The 12th Annual
Legal Issues for Financial Institutions
Conference in March and the 19th
Annual Estate Planning Institute in July
attracted their traditionally enthusiastic
audiences. The Kentucky Derby
weekend Annual Equine Law Confer-
ence, now in its 7th year, once again
drew a nationwide audience. Over the
course of its history, registrants have
attended from over 40 different states
and several foreign countries. On May
22, 1992, UK/CLE presented a program
on the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and the
Americans With Disabilities Act. It
stood as Kentucky's first live statewide
CLE utilizing "compressed" video. That
system allows for two-way sound and
visual hookup from the live location site
to four other locations across the
state. The office plans to utilize the
system again for upcoming programs.
Publications
The June 1992 publication of
Employment Law brought the total
number of practice handbook titles in
the UK/CLE library to 15 and
brought the total number of pages to
over 10,000 for the collective library.
The 1991-92 year produced four new
handbooks, five supplements to
existing handbooks and three new
titles in the popular monograph
series. The upcoming year will see
publication of a new title on Ken-
tucky Election Law financed in part
by the Kentucky Bar Foundation, and
a joint project between UK/CLE and
the Kentucky Bar Association to
publish a volume collecting all
Kentucky legal ethics opinions.
Efforts begun over the past two years
to update UK/CLE's law practice
library through supplements and new
editions will continue into 1993. This
past year the office completed
supplements to all three volumes in
the civil practice series, Civil Practice
Before, At, and After Trial.
Conferences
Recent programming efforts have
con finned the popularity of many
annual and biennial conferences.
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Poland on
1,000,000
zlotys a day
My journal of the ABA
Eastern Europe initiative
By Professor Sarah N. Welling
In May I went to Poland for eight days as part of the
American Bar Association's Central and East European
Law Initiative (CEELI). When Dean Bakert heard about
the trip, she asked me to keep a diary and bring back
some pictures. The following is what I brought her.
II II", CffU program was established toT encourage contact between American lawyersand lawyers from the emerging democracies.The ABA hopes that American lawyers will
be able to help these countries jump start
legal systems suited to their new structures. Specifically,
the purpose of the Poland trip was to help that country
write a white collar criminal code. The group from the
U.S. included Scott Michel, a partner at Caplin &
Drysdale specializing in tax fraud, John Byrne, a senior
legislative counsel to the American Bankers Association
specializing in bank fraud, and me, specializing in
money laundering. The Polish Bar Association was
having its annual conference at a resort in Kiekrz, a
suburb of Poznan, and we were to attend the two-day
Sarah N. Welling, Alumni Professor of Law, is the 1992
Chair of the Criminal Justice Section of the American
Association of Law Schools.
Left, the law
school at the
University of
Adam Mickiewicz
in Poznan, Poland.
Above, Professor
Sarah Welling,
second from left,
with law students
at the University
of Warsaw.
conference and do presentations on the American
approach to white collar crime.
May 18-19
The three of us leave Dulles on Monday evening,
May 18. Seven hours later we land in Frankfurt,
Germany, and wait to catch a Luftansa flight to Warsaw.
As we sit in the waiting area, a young, trendy-looking
German woman rattles quickly in German to her
companion. In the middle of the German, she says, "No
way, Jose!" and "nerd alert." We conclude that some
things are universal.
We arrive in Warsaw at noon. For us, this is 6 a.m.,
so we're a little flat. Bozena Samecka-Crouch, the ABA
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CEELI liaison in Poland, meets us. She is from Poland but has
been to law school at both Duke and Tulane and has worked for
years as a Polish specialist at the Library of Congress. We
check into the Forum Hotel and go to bed. Meeting later in the
evening, we walk around, eyeing Warsaw. We have a dinner of
duck and borscht and see an unclassical ballet. Afterwards,
back at the hotel. I do a half-hour working with hair dryer
converters and adaptors.
May 20
I have a room service breakfast and watch "Guten Morgen
Deutschland." I do not speak German, but morning talk-show
prattle is universal. We catch a train at 10:30 a.m. for Poznan, a
city to the west. We are unlike most people on the train because
we have bought seats as well as transit tickets. Others have
bought a cheaper ticket entitling them to stand for the three-
hour ride. In Poznan, we're met by Professor Ratajczak and
Piotr Gosieniecki. They are law professors at the University of
Adam Mickiewicza in Poznan. The university, named for a
famous poet, is known as UAM. Piotr is in charge of us.
Professor Ratajczak is president of the Polish Bar Association,
so he is running the conference. We check into the Hotel
Merkury. Later that afternoon we meet with Professor
Ratajczak, Piotr, Professor Golecki and several others to plan
the program. The Poles all smoke; the Americans don't. We
begin to see what a barrier language is. We speak no Polish.
Only one of the Polish participants speaks any English. Their
second language is Russian, or sometimes German, This is
because when the Soviet Union was in charge of Poland, there
were few English classes and mandatory Russian classes.
After the planning meeting, we adjourn to dinner at a resort
on a nearby lake. I sit by a fellow named Alexander who says
he once lived for several weeks in the Trump Tower in New
York City. I think this is what Alexander said, but language is a
problem.
May 21
The three of us meet ABA liaison Bozena downstairs for
breakfast. The dean's secretary at UAM is detailed to give us a
walking tour of Poznan. We walk briskly around Poznan for
two hours, seeing monuments and churches. The local theater
is playing "JFK."
At I p.m. we go to a roundtable coffee where we are
introduced to approximately 25 people. When we ask Piotr if
he is going, he says no, the meeting is only for the
nomenklatura, roughly translatable as important people. This is
heady news.
At 2:30 p.m., Professor Ratajczak opens the conference in a
plenary session. We slip out after several presentations as the
talks are in Polish and our translators will not arrive until
tomorrow.
Dinner is served at 4:45 p.m. No alcohol is served. We
conclude that if the Polish Bar Association aspires to emulate
the ABA (as the Poles say they do), they will need tutoring in
conference essentials. At dinner I am approached by Piotr
Andrezjewski, the business editor of Wprost, a weekly news
magazine similar to Newsweek. The editor has heard of our
visit and wants to interview me about money laundering. We
set a time for the next day.
Piotr drives us out to the resort and conference center in
Kiekrz, 30 minutes outside Poznan, where the rest of the
conference will be held. The name of the conference center is
"Osrodek Komendy Wojewodzkiej Policji." It is one of the
nicest facilities in Poland. In the old days, it was used as a state
training center for police. Now, it is struggling to stay afloat,
and is happy to be rented for two days by the bar association.
The buses of conference participants arrive at the center at
the same time we do, so a huge line forms to check in. Profes-
sor Ratajczak comes out with our keys and whisks us through
the lobby to our rooms. This strikes us as conclusive evidence
that we are indeed nomenklatura.
That evening we Americans have a brief meeting to plan our
presentations. We have been joined by Michael Diedring, the
Deputy Director of CEELI. He is on his way through to
Vilnius, Lithuania to work on a conference on constitutional-
ism. When we comer him, he inunediately concedes he has a
neat job.
As we discuss our plans, a TV drones in the background.
The television in English is CNN, MTV and reruns of "Be-
witched." What can these people think of us?
Bozena tells us that the opening night of the conference will
be celebrated with a bonfire and sausage roast. We walk to a
campground where a bonfire is burning. Beer is served and
large sausages are skewered on shaved tree branches for us. We
drink beer and roast sausages and try to project American
friendship, As the sky darkens, an accordian appears and
people join hands and dance around the bonfire. We note that
this is unlike most conferences in the U.S. Scott gets engaged
in a conversation with a retired Supreme Court Justice from
Lodz. When Scott asks if we can get another sausage, the
justice replies, "It's a free country!" and laughs.
May 22
At9:30 a.m. the conference starts, but there is no coffee
served until a mid-morning break. More work on conference
fundamentals is indicated.
Our translators arrive. They are both college students. They
sit facing us at the conference tables. One translates the Polish
into English while the other one translates our English into
Polish. Then they switch jobs. The translation is good but
tedious, one sentence at a time.
Scott and John and I make our presentations. One topic we
cover is how U.S, law enforcement investigates fraud and
bribery. Scott and I describe a pyramid method, getting some
kind of leverage over people in the lower levels and turning
them to testify against those higher up in the pyramid. When
the Poles ask questions about this approach, the translators
describe it as encouraging people to denounce each other to the
government. This is a novel and chilling way to characterize it.
Continued Next Page
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Poland
The conference continues throughout the day. The Poles
make presentations on a proposed statute protecting economic
relations. I discuss the American reliance on the mail fraud
statute. John discusses the role of financial institutions in
combatting fraud. Scott discusses tax fraud.
Bozena tells us that there will be a banquet and ball that
night to celebrate the conference. It is only the second time the
Polish Bar Association has had an annual meeting. Under the
old system, the lawyers did meet, but the meetings were lifeless,
government-orchestrated affairs that were not taken seriously.
At 8: 15 p.m. dinner is served. It is elegant, including beef
tartare and caviar. Several bottles of vodka are opened and set
on the table with what are basically shot glasses. We begin to
think that maybe
American conference
planners should take a
page from the Poles'
book. On the second
floor of the center, a
rock band begins to
play. The Poles all
dance. I dance wi th
Professor Ratajczak to
Professor Sarah Welling and two other the Polish version of
Americans talk to their translators. "A Whiter Shade of
Pale." After dinner there is a lottery. At our table, we have been
joined by Sylwia Zapalska, a judge of the Administrative
Supreme Court, and her husband, a vascular surgeon. He buys
us many lottery tickets. I win a doll, sunglasses and a fan.
The band plays until 3:30 a.m. Most of the Poles are still
dancing at that time. Like the batteries, we, too are still going,
projecting American friendship. Because Poland is so far
North, the sky is getting light when we go to bed.
May 23
At breakfast again there is no coffee. After last night, this
takes on the dimensions of catastrophe. We plead with our
translators to find some. When they appear some time later
triumphantly carrying coffee, one of them explains that they are
good l...[ I miss the word, but they explain that it surfaced
originally in Germany after World War II and means procurers
or facilitators, people who can put their hands on a scarce and
critical item in a chaotic society. The word suggests someone
with creativity and initiative. The trail of this word, from post-
war Germany to post-Soviet Union Poland, is interesting.
At 9:30 the conference starts. Privatization crime is dis-
cussed. I leave for my interview with Wprost. The main
question Wprost wants to ask is, why should Poland try to stop
large amounts of money from passing through their country for
laundering? This is one of those questions students come up
with that catches you relying on unidentified assumptions. We
talk some more. Finally I ask, if Poland just escaped domination
by one group, would they want to give a lot of potentially
dominant power to another (arguably less savory) group?
The conference moves on to a lunch for the nomenklatura.
Mike Diedring thanks the Poles on behalf of the ABA for
inviting us to participate. After the lunch, I present UK T-shirts
to Professor Ratajczak and Piotr.
Piotr drives us to Poznan, to the home of the Vice Dean of
the law school at UAM. She serves ice cream and coffee and
recounts her visit to the law schools at the University of Iowa
and the University of Akron earlier this year. Later, we catch
the train back to Warsaw.
May 24
We have the day off. John and Mike are flying out, but
Scott and I are staying to speak Monday to the University of
Warsaw Criminal Law Society. We walk around and see
Russian street vendors selling Russian military uniforms. One
of the young Russian street vendors wears an Alma College T-
shirt. I buy a Soviet military hat. It is used, and the fellow's
name is still written in Cyrillic inside it. With the Russians
selling their army uniforms to Americans on the street to raise
cash, we conclude that the cold war is over and we won. I buy
the presents I've promised to bring home. There are 13,750
zlotys to $1, so every price must be divided by 13,750. This is
challenging.
May 25
Scott and I have breakfast and walk over to the University of
Warsaw. At 10:30 a.m., we begin discussing American white
collar crimes and how the Poles might define theirs. We argue
about human nature, then go to a lunch of blintzes.
The rest of the day is free. We knock around Warsaw with
Bozena, visit the monuments to the Warsaw Uprising and to the
Ghetto. Tomorrow we go home.
May 26
We check out and get a cab to the airport. Inflation has been
so severe that cab fares are quoted somewhere between 400 and
600 times the amount shown on the meter. It just got too
expensive to be always changing the meters. The metered price
times 400 is a good price; the metered price times 600 is getting
high.
We get on a LOT flight from Warsaw to Frankfurt. The
plane is Russian-made, and looks different from all the planes
we're used to. The flight is fine. In Frankfurt we catch a Delta
flight and arrive at Dulles 10 hours later.
Conclusion
I can see how people get addicted to being in foreign places
during dramatic change. This trip was a chance for me and the
law school to help the Poles get their new country organized.
I've become friends with many Polish law professors, and I got
a postcard yesterday from one of them mentioning that the
statute protecting economic relations has been adopted. I wish
them success as they restructure their laws.
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Schwemm spends semester in Justice Department
1[8 Irofessor '0'''' GP Schwemm spent the fall1991 semester in Washing-ton with the Housing and
Civil Enforcement Section
of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice, working with
the Fair Housing Amendments Actof
1988 that he studied in his 1990 book,
Housing Discrimination: Law and
Litigation (Clark Boardman 1990).
Professor Sch wemm is wide! y rec-
ognized as the leading national ex-
pert on housing discrimination law.
The new act expanded the classes
protected by the fair housing laws to
include families with children and
the handicapped, and expanded the
remedies and procedural options
available to the complaining parties.
«The new law is very complicated
procedurally," said Professor
Schwemm in describing the 1988 act.
"Parties can opt to proceed in federal
court ratherthan by an administrative hear-
ing, so that lawyers in the Housing and
Civil Enforcement Section are prosecut-
ing the kinds of small cases that never
before have been handled by the Depart-
ment of Justice. Working with DOJ last
fall allowed me to be present at the origi-
nal development of this new law."
During his semester in Washington,
Professor Schwemm had the opportunity
to work on a wide variety of matters, from
helping junior attorneys with discovery
questions to participating in major policy
meetings.
"One big issue was financial discrimi-
nation. African Americans are being turned
down for mortgage loans more often than
whites with similar credit histories," Pro-
fessor Schwemm reports, "but it's not
easy to prove that racial discrimination is
the reason for this."
Another new development to which
Professor Schwemm contributed was the
setting up of a nationwide testing program
Martha Grange with
three of the deans
with whom she
worked, from left,
Bitt Campbell, Tom
Lewis and Bob
Lawson.
Martha Grange retires after 25 years
On June 26, Martha Grange officially
retired from the College of Law after 25
years of service. She joined the law school
staff in 1967, after working at the Univer-
sity since 1953.
In May Dean Campbell held a recep-
tion for Martha, her family and friends at
the UK Faculty Club.
At the reception the Dean presented
Martha with a travel certificate from her
friends at the College of Law and a julep
cup, engraved with her initials on the side
and on the bottom with the message, "In
appreciation of 25 years - College of
Law."
In making the presentation, Dean
Campbell said, "Martha Grange has known
me first as a student, then as a faculty
member, and now as Dean. She has been
an important part of the College, and a real
friend. I truly cannot imagine this place
without her."
Martha looks forward to enjoying her
retirement, but after some travel over the
summer plans to save time to continue to
be included in activities on campus and
with friends. "Looking back on my years
here," she said recently, "what stands out
in my mind are the friends I have made,
both among the students and among fac-
ulty and staff. I will miss everyone and
plan to come back to visit often."
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by the Justice Department, in which
black and white investigators pose as
homeseekers with equal credentials, to
see if housing providers discriminate
on racial grounds. "Private groups have
conducted testing investigations for
many years," said Professor Schwemm,
"but this is the first time the federal
government has done its own testing."
Professor Schwemm left Washing-
ton with a high regard for the lawyers in
the Civil Rights Division. "I have a
new appreciation for the work and de-
tail that go into pretrial planning. I
particularly enjoyed the sense of work-
ing on common goals as part of a team
with such smart, motivated people."
Since his return to Lexington, Pro-
fessor Schwemm has taught Civil Pro-
cedure II and a seminar on Housing
Law, whileworkingonthe I992supple-
ment to his book. He is also a frequent
national speaker on the fair housing
laws.
College forms
judicial clerkship
alumni assocation
A group of current, future and former
judicial law clerks have announced the
formation of the University of Kentucky
Judicial Clerkship Alumni Association.
The purpose of this organization is to
urge UK law students to pursue judicial
c1erkships and to encourage judges to
hire them.
The Association hopes to accomplish
these tasks through seminars, written
materials and individualized application
assistance.
The group is in the process of
locating alumni who are fanner judicial
law clerks. If you served as a judicial
clerk in any state or federal court, then
they would like to hear from you. If you
have any suggestions, or would like to
become a member, please write to:
Chris B. Walther '91
1314 East Henry Clay
Ft. Wright, KY 41011
OUf Newest Faculty
Roberta M. Harding
~
rofessor Harding came to the College of Law in the
fall of 1991 and is the first child of a UK law graduate
ever tojoin thefaculty. Her father is RobertE. Harding,
Jr., '57. She received her undergraduate degree from the
University of San Francisco and her law degree from the
Harvard Law School. At Harvard she was a finalist in the
Ames Moot Court Competition and on the Harvard Interna-
tional Law Journal.
Prior to teaching, Professor Harding was a litigator with
Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro and with McCutchen, Doyle,
Brown & Enersen, both in San Francisco. Her practice was
primarily in the federal courts.
She also spent considerable time on pro bono work in
prisoners' rights litigation and death penalty litigation. After
working at Pillsbury she moved to Rome, Italy, for two
years, where she started her own business teaching Ameri-
can law to Italian lawyers.
Professor Harding is teaching Civil Procedure, Rem-
edies, Litigation Skills and a seminar on Prisoners' Rights,
and plans to do research in both the civil procedure and
prisoners' rights areas. Her first article will be on "The
Consequences of the Inadvertent Production of Privileged
Documents."
"I decided to go into law teaching because it allows one
to remain involved with the law but from a different perspec-
tive," said Professor Harding in a recent interview. "Teach-
ing and training future lawyers provides a lot of interaction
with individuals, particularly students, that I found lacking
in private practice."
Outside the classroom, Professor Harding serves as
faculty advisor for the Student Public Interest Law
Foundation and the Association of Black Law Students.
She is active in the Lexington Art League and is a prolific
painter in acrylics. She has had several shows of her work
in Lexington. Professor Harding also likes to read
"everything-especially Dostoevsky, Flaubert, Thomas
Hardy and Marguerite Duras."
Mary J. Davis
Professor Davis joined the College of Law faculty inthe fall of 1991, where she is teaching Torts I and II,Conflict of Laws and Advanced Torts.
She is a graduate of the University of Virginia, where she
majored in history, and in 1985 she was graduated magna
cum laude from Wake Forest University School of Law. At
Wake she was Managing Editor of the Wake Forest Law
Review and a member of the trial advocacy board.
After graduation Professor Davis practiced law for three
years with McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe in Richmond,
Virginia and three years with Womble Carlyle Sandridge &
Rice in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. She practiced civil
defense litigation, primarily in the area of products liability.
"I enjoy working with students, and I always loved being
a student myself," said Professor Davis when asked about
her decision to teach. "I like the academic life, and the
independence to pursue ideas that are meaningful to me."
Her research interests include products liability, profes-
sional liability and defamation.
In addition to her teaching and research, Professor Davis
serves as faculty advisor to the College's Trial Advocacy
Board. "This is a relatively new organization," said Profes-
sor Davis, "and we are trying to carve a niche for trial
advocacy that will one day equal the reputation of the
College's appellate
advocacy pro-
gram."
This year, Pro-
fessor Davis mar-
ried Stuart Scales
of Winston-Salem,
who now is work-
ing in Lexington.
Her outside inter-
ests include play-
ing golf, reading
historical fiction
and biographies,
playing the piano
and teaching lit-
eracy to adults.
When asked about
her first year of
teaching, she re-
plied "I love it. This
is the most fun in
the law I have ever
had."
•
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Douglas Michael
Professor Michael has been amember of the faculty since1989. He holds an A.B. de-
gree from Stanford University, and
M.B.A. and J.D. degrees from the Uni-
versityofCaliforniaat Berkeley. Upon
graduation from law school in 1983
until 1987 he worked with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission.
He then spent two years with the
Washington firm of Arnold & Porter
before going into teaching.
Professor Michael worked at the
SEC first in the general counsel's of-
fice, then as counsel to Commissioner
Charles Cox, an economist and profes-
sor who was the only non-Iawyermem-
ber of the Commission. "Working as
counsel to Commissioner Cox was a
particularly interesting job," said Pro-
fessor Michael recently. "The variety
of the work was fascinating, and I
learned much from his perspective as
an economist on the often hyper-tech-
nical federal securities laws."
After six years' experience, Professor
Michael pursued his original goal, teach-
ing. "I always wanted to be a teacher," he
said. "Teaching at UK has more than
fulfilled my expectations." Professor
Michael regularly teaches Business Asso-
ciations, Legal Accounting, Banking and
Bankruptcy and has taught Corpora-
tion Finance and Business Planning.
Professor Michael's research inter-
ests to date have been in the areas of
corporate and securities law. His ar-
ticle on 'The Untenable Status of Cor-
porate Governance Listing Standards"
was published recently in Business
Lawyer, and he is working now on an
article on executive compensation.
Since 1990 Professor Michael has
served as faculty advisor to the
Kentucky Law Journal. This past
winter he taught a course at the local
office of the Internal Revenue
Service to train volunteers who help
others with their tax returns.
Professor Michael's wife, Susan
Michael, also works at UK as
Training Coordinator in the Inforrna-
tion Systems department. They have
two children, Stuart, age 4, and
Amanda, age I 1/2. Professor
Michael spends most of his spare
time with his family, but also enjoys
swimming, bicycling and playing
bridge.
Michael P. Healy
Professor Healy joined the fa-culty in the fall of 1990 afterspending three years as an ap-
pellate lawyer with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Environment andNatu-
ralResources Division. Prior to work-
ing for DO] he was an associate with
Shea & Gardner, a general litigation
firm in Washington. Professor Healy
is a 1978 graduate of Williams College
and a 1984 graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania Law School. At Penn
he was Articles Editor of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Law Review. Fol-
lowing graduation he clerked for one
year for the Honorable Edward R.
Becker, U.S. Court of Appeals, Third
Circuit.
Professor Healy always planned
to go into teaching. "1 enjoyed law
school," he said recently, "and always
had teaching in the back of my mind
while practicing law," Professor Healy
teaches in the areas of Torts, Environmen-
tal Law, andLandUse Planning, and in the
future may teach courses in Legislation
and Solid & Hazardous Waste Manage-
ment.
After two years on the faculty, Profes-
sor Healy says that "teaching has been
everything that 1 hoped it would be. The
students are friendly, are (usually) pre-
pared, and make teaching easy." In addi-
tion to his teaching responsibilities, Pro-
fessor Healy recently became faculty ad-
visor for the Moot Court Board and the
National Moot Court Team.
Professor Healy's research has been in
the area of hazardous waste disposal and
cleanup and the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation and Li-
ability Act (CERCLA). His first article,
"Direct Liability forHazardous Substance
Cleanups Under CERCLA: A Compre-
hensive Approach," was published this
year in the Case Western Reserve Law
Review.
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Professor Healy is married to
Carol Garver, who also practiced law
in Washington prior to moving to
Lexington. They have a daughter,
Meredith, born during his first
semester of teaching. Professor
Healy's interests include bicycling,
golf, cooking, gardening, enjoying
his family, and reading The New
Republic.
ID1etermined to takesome time offfrom teaching(particularly af-ter two years as
the Academic Dean), I per-
suaded Paul Isaacs, then head
of the Department of Public
Advocacy, to hire me as a pub-
lic defender for the academic
year 1991-92. When I volun-
teered to go wherever needed,
Paul didn't hesitate.
"Pikeville," said he with a
smile.
Thus on a hot August day
I drove my Honda Civic (my
friend Allison Connelly calls
it, "a good PD car") to that
proud little town on the banks
of what used to be the Big
Sandy river (the cut diverting
the Big Sandy around Pikeville
is an engineering wonder and
a source of local pride),
climbed the steps to the local
office of the Department of
Public Advocacy, and became
for a year, "Bill Fortune, Pub-
lic Defender from Pikeville."
I resisted the efforts of David
Williams, my colleague and
boss in the Pikeville office, to
show me off to the local bench
and bar as a "UK law profes-
sor," and blended into the com-
munity as best I could. The
clientele in the Pike County
jail would not have been im-
pressed by publications and
CLE presentations.
In Eastern Kentucky, I
found that the criminal justice
system bends to accommodate
human weakness. It is a chari-
table system, peopled by pros-
ecutors and judges who are
harsh only when necessary,
and who count prison sen-
tences as failures rather than
victories. In Magoffin district
court, where I spent most of
my time. the assistant county
attorney and I rarely acted as
adversaries. Usually we put
our heads together (sometimes
literally because the room was
CLOSER TO
NIGHT COURT
THAN TO
L.A. LA-J-'--o
By Professor William H. Fortune
tiny) to come up with a solu-
tion which would satisfy the
interested parties. Together
we would try to persuade the
complaining witness (usually
but not often a policeman) of
the justness of the proposed
resolution, then sell it to the
defendant, and finally to the
judge. Often the prosecutor
was explaining the "deal" to
my client while I tried to con-
vince his "client" (the police-
man) to go along.
I quickly learned that in
Eastern Kentucky complain-
ing witnesses, be they victims
or police, regard prosecutors
as "their" lawyers, and pros-
ecutors will generally comply
--with their wishes. In my first
case (tried by David Williams;
I was the second chair) our
client shot and seriously
wounded a man under the de-
lusion that the victim's wife
had given him AIDS; the cli-
ent was charged with first de-
gree assault. The prosecutor
was convinced that our client
acted as a result of mental ill-
ness, and that the client, who
had been evaluated as a schizo-
phrenic atthe Kentucky Cor-
rections Psychiatric Center,
was not a present danger be-
cause he was on medication
and had strong family sup-
port. The prosecutor agreed
with us thatthe equitable solu-
tion was a plea to the reduced
charge of assault under ex-
treme emotional disturbance
with the defendant to be pro-
bated and remain in the com-
munity under a doctor's care.
The problem was that the
victim, who had almost been
killed in the unprovoked at-
tack wanted the defendant sent
'In Eastern Kentucky ...
the criminal justice system
bends to accommodate
human weakness.'
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to prison. After unsuccess-
fully working with the victim
in an attempt to get him to
agree to the reduced charge,
the prosecutor felt bound to go
forward on the first degree
assault charge. The case was
tried and the defendant found
guilty of first degree assault
and sentenced to ten years, of
which he will have to serve at
least five. As of now, how-
ever, the defendant is out on
an appeal bond and the pros-
ecutor is still trying to per-
suade the victim that a convic-
tion on the lesser charge would
be fair.
In most cases, however,
the prosecutor's deference to
the wishes of lay victims oper-
ates to the defendant's advan-
tage. Why? Because victims
generally want one of two
things: restitution ora restrain-
ing order. If the defendant has
stolen or damaged something
the victim is usually satisfied
ifthedefendant makes the vic-
tim whole. If the defendant
has threatened or struck the
victim (assaults and terroristic
threatening) in most cases the
victim is satisfied by a court
order telling the defendant not
to do it again. These non-
punitive remedies (restitution
and restraining orders) are the
nann in district court, and re-
sult in a system where defen-
dants are rarely incarcerated
or fined for minor offenses.
Incarceration, at least in
district court, is more often
pre-trial than post-trial. In
Magoffm county arraignments
were held once a week, and
impecunious defendants un-
lucky enough to be arrested
the day after arraignment were
likely to spend six days in jail
before a meaningful bond re-
view. At that point, however,
the matter could often be re-
solved by a guilty plea to that
magical sentence, "time
served."
Drunks, of course, are a
different matter. Those
charged with "AI" (alcohol
intoxication) routinely pled
guilty and were given their
choice of five days jail or ten
days "community labor."
Eastern Kentucky roadsides
owe their relative tidiness to
the legions of community la-
borers sent out by the district
courts. The offense of AI must
occur in a public place (you
can get drunk as a skunk in-
side your house) and many of
the cases in Magoffin district
court turned on this point, since
the police often responded to
complaints which took them
to private homes with at least
one drunken occupant. The
state police felt, with some
justification, that they ought
to be able to arrest the trouble-
maker for something. AI was
usually the charge of choice,
because the police couldn't
count on the complainants to
pursue criminal trespass or
assault charges. When I left
the troopers were talking about
proposing changes to the Al
law for the 1994 General As-
sembly.
To Eastern Kentucky ju-
rors, the presumption of inno-
cence means that the defen-
dant, unless he is known to be
a bad person, will be given the
benefit of the doubt in close
cases. Acquittals are not un-
known. In the spring of 1992
I tried five cases to verdict
before a small panel (about
25) in Magoffin district court;
in addition the jury was called
on at least twice that many
occasions when, for some rea-
son, the trial was called off
(usually because I was offered
deal too good to refuse). Thus
the jury, the prosecutor, and I
spent hours together in the tiny
Magoffin district courtroom
(smaller than agood-sized liv-
ing room). We came to know
each other on a superficial
basis and called to one another
by name as we passed on the
street.
One of the jurors faced
criminal charges in district
court and I counseled her on a
drug treatment plan. Another
was the sister of a client facing
serious felony charges. An-
other asked me to check into a
family matter in Lexington.
Another was a deputy jailer
and courthouse regular. An-
other was the husband of the
prosecutor's secretary. Yet
another had dated the pros-
ecutor in high school. By the
second trial the prosecutor and
I ("Greg" and "Bill" to the
jurors) knew who we wanted
and who we didn't and settled
into an easy informality with
the panel. They acquitted
some and convicted others, but
never imposed a punitive sen-
tence. The jury sentences in
the DUI convictions were
more lenient than the judge
would have imposed on guilty
pleas. It was as if the jurors, as
well as the prosecutors and the
judges, understood sin and
human weakness and were
willing to forgive. The major-
ity of the panel didn't drink
and certainly didn't smoke
marijuana, yet they gave the
minimum sentence (a fine of
$200) to a boy driving under
the influence of alochol and
pot. While they didn't ap-
prove, they could understand.
I was frustrated, as is ev-
ery trial lawyer, by theexperi-
ence of preparing diligently
for a trial which didn't go.
Cases were continued for vari-
ous reasons, and often the pros-
ecution offered a deal at the
last minute that was too good
to pass up. Perhaps the offers
were made because prosecu-
tors were impressed with my
preparation. If so my clients
were well served, though at
my loss in tenns of trial expe-
rience.
MEDIATION
CENTER A NEW
TOOL IN
DISPUTES
WI
esides their con-
nection with the
College of Law,B James Keller, Bill
Fortune, Pat
Moloney, Connie Fraley,
Kathy Binder and Sam
Greenwell all have one thing
in common: they believe that
mediation is a viable method
of resolving many kinds of
disputes, and are actively in-
volved with the Mediation
Center of Kentucky. TheCen-
ter, which opened its doors
June 1, is the first of its kind in
the Commonwealth. Tom
Stipanowich, Alumni Profes-
sor of Law and the Center's
board chair and acting direc-
tor, agreed to answer some
questions regarding the new
program.gWhat is the Media-tion Center of Ken-
tucky.
The Mediation Center is a
non-profit organization which
offers the services of trained
mediators to help people settle
their disputes outside the court-
house. The mediators are
trained not to judge cases, but
to act as neutral advisors who
work with the parties to re-
solve disputes in a mutually
acceptable manner. The pro-
cess is private and infonnaJ. It
usually takes place around a
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conference table, and you can
bring your cup of coffee if you
want.
Q Is there proof the pro-cess really works?
In the last two days we
mediated a longstanding di-
vorce case and a dispute among
church members. Both ended
in settlement, and the parties
were generally delighted. It's
a heady experience for the
mediator, too.
Based on my own experi-
ence, mediation results in
settlement most of the time.
All of the statistics that I have
read on programs around the
country support this view.
Although there's no guaran-
tee that mediation will be suc-
cessful, the odds are good that
at least some issues will be
resolved. And since the par-
ties control the process, they're
more likely to be satisfied with
the result and to live up to their
agreement.
Also, mediation can help
relationships. For example,
divorced parents may not live
together any more, but they
usually need to structure some
form of working relationship
for the sake of their children.
Fighting in court often
Continued Next Page
Mediation
achieves just the opposite, and
hurts the children to boot.
Mediation, on the other hand,
focuses on mutual answers to
the needs of the participants
and, in this case, the best inter-
ests of the children.
QWhat kinds ofdisputes do you handle
besides divorce cases?
All kinds of non-criminal
disputes, including neighbor-
hood conflicts, small claims,
juvenile problems, business-
related disputes, employer-
employee conflicts, church-
related disputes, controversies
involving real estate, landlord-
tenant matters and personal
injury claims. Everything
from barking dogs to complex
commercial cases.
Q Is mediation alwaysappropriate?
No. Mediation presumes
you have parties who are ca-
pable of sitting down together
and reaching a fair agreement.
There are situations where
threats of physical violence
and other factors make this
impossible. Also, there are
some cases that must be left in
the hands of a public tribunal.
Courts will always be needed
to vindicate public policies and
individual rights, and to mete
out punishment in criminal
cases.
~
HOW do people end up
in mediation at the
Center.
Many of the Center's cases
are referred by local courts
and social service agencies,
although a dispute may be
brought directly to the Center
without filing suit or seeking
assistance from some other
organization. As a public in-
terest organization, the Center
attempts to make itself easily
accessible to everyone.
QDO attorneys participate in mediation?
Yes, although parties do
not need to be represen ted by
counsel. Where attorneys are
present, it is critical that they
realize that they are not the
central players, and they are
not in a courtroom or deposi-
tion. Theymustputtheiregos
on hold, and resist the tempta-
tion to react every time some-
one - particularly another
attorney - speaks their mind.
In many cases, I'm happy to
say, attorneys welcome me-
diation, and help the process
along immensely. Their atti-
tude has a lot to do with its
success or failure.
QWhO are the mediators?
Our 42 mediators are pri-
marily attorneys, although
some are social workers, coun-
selors and other individuals
with specialized knowledge
or experience. All have re-
ceived special training as me-
diators. All of them are volun-
teers who have dedicated both
time and effort to a project
that they all regard as a neces-
sary option to dispute resolu-
tion. As our attorney media-
tors will tell you, it is a chal-
lenging, energizing, educa-
tional, low-risk form of pro
bono activity.
So far we have been able to
provide training free of charge
in weekend sessions at the
courthouse and the College of
Law.
Our trainers have included
outstanding mediators from
around the country.
QWhat does mediationcost?
Because the Center relies
upon trained volunteers, the
cost to the public is low. We
charge a small administrative
fee in most cases; small claims
are handled free of charge.
QWhat kind of supportare you getting from
'Mediation ... focuses
on mutual answers
to the needs
of the participants.'
the bench and the bar?
A lot! We wouldn't be
here without the support of the
court system. The Fayette
County Circuit Court recently
initiated a two year mediation
pilot program. They passed a
rule giving judges specific
authority to order cases to
mediation, and have provided
us with generous financial sup-
port through the office of the
master commissioner.
The Administrative Office
of the Courts has stocked our
1800-square-foot office with
desks, tables, chairs, and type-
writers. We understand that
computers are on the way.
Local law firms, businesses
and individuals have made in-
kind and case donations. We
are still depending on volun-
teers for many things, but we
are making great strides.
QHOW is the College ofLaw involved?
My own involvement with
the Center stems in part from
my belief that law students
need to be exposed to alterna-
tives to traditional modes of
practice. The response has
been terrific. Dozens of law
students are helping to run the
Center on a day-to-day basis.
They take calls, prepare case
files, help schedule media-
tions, computerize records,
and sit in on mediations. A
few students have trained as
mediators. An example is
Connie Fraley, a third year
law student and experienced
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CPA. An active volunteer,
Connie serves as the Center's
secretary/treasurer and has
devoted long hours to setting
up Center policies and proce-
dures, not to mention running
the books!
QBY the way, where isthe Mediation Center?
We are in downtown Lex-
ington on the third floor of the
Lexington Building, which is
just across Short Street from
the courthouse. If you are
interested in becoming in-
volved in the work of the Me-
diation Center, please visit,
write or call the Center at 201
West Short Street, Suite 310.
The phone number is (606)
255-6056.
Faculty News
Richard C. Ausness, Ashland Oil Profes-
sor of Law, recently completed an ar-
ticle entitled, "Products Liability and the
Preemption Doctrine." The article will
appear in Volume 44 of the South Caro-
lina Law Review. Also this year he
wrote a book review tor Rivers, and in
1991 he was published in the Newslet-
ter of the ABA Torts & Insurance Prac-
tice Section on the topic, "Federal Pre-
emption of State Product Liability
Claims."
Drusilla V. Bakert, Associate Dean, re-
signs in October as Chair of the South-
eastern Law Placement Consortium
after serving two two-year terms.
This year she was appointed Co-
Chair of the Bylaws Committee
of the National Association for
Law Placement (NALP). In Feb-
ruary of 1992 she was a panel-
ist for the "Recruitment Prac-
tices Forum" at the NALP
Southeast Regional Meeting
in Atlanta.
Carolyn S. Bratt, W.L. Matthews
Professor of Law, is spending
the 1992-93 academic year as a
Fellow of the American Council
of Education. She is one of 30
academics selected nationally to
study the administration of institu-
tions of higher education. She is
also a member of the Kentucky
Supreme Court's Permanent Com-
mittee on Gender Fairness in the
Courts. This year she has pre-
sented three papers: "Turning Rhetoric
Into Reality: Efforts to Realize Institu-
tional Commitments to Equity" at the
Gender in Academe Conference, Uni-
versity of South Florida, Tampa; "As-
sessing the Achievement of Equity: The
Use of Institutional Rhetoricto Measure
Organizational Behavior" at the 5th
Annual International Conference on
Women in Higher Education, San Di-
ego; and "When Reason Fails: Organi-
zational Obstacles to Gender Equity in
Higher Education" atthe National Asso-
ciation for Women in Education Confer-
ence in San Antonio. She also spoke
on "The Civil Rights Act of 1991" for UK!
CLE.
Rutheford B Campbell, Jr., Dean, partici-
pated as a panel chairman and discus-
sian leader at the Sixth Circuit Judicial
Conference, held May 27 - 29, 1992, in
Columbus, Ohio. Part of his panel
discussion focused on the subject of
judicial activism.
Mary J. Davis, Assistant Professor of Law,
is working on an article entitled, "Prod-
ucts Liabilityfor Design Defects: Search-
ing for a Defensible Standard." Her
article will examine the foundation for
strict products liability for design de-
fects, criticizing the current standards
as falling short of fulfilling the goals of
strict liability and promoting a different
standard of conduct tor products manu-
facturers. Professor Davis has been
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appointed faculty advisor for the UK
Trial Advocacy Board.
Todd B. Eberle, Associate Dean and Di-
rector of Continuing Legal Education,
has been nominated on the official slate
as the candidate for President-Elect of
the Association of Continuing Legal Edu-
cation Administrators (ACLEA) for 1992-
93. He continues on the Executive
Committee of that organization where
he has served since 1988. He recently
served as general editor for Continuing
Legal Education: The Handbook of the
CLE Profession, Fourth Edition,
(ACLEA, 1992). His article, "Publish or
Continued Next Page
Perish? Established Continuing Legal
Education Organizations Setting Up
Freestanding Publications Compo-
nents" appeared in The CLE Journal
and Register, ALI-ABA Vol. 38 NO.4
(July 1992). In August 1992 he made a
presentation to the ACLEA Annual
Meeting in San Francisco on "The Eco-
nomics of Producing Books."
Eugene R. Gaelke, Wendell Cherry Pro-
fessor of Law, authored "Money Laun-
dering and Lawyers" with Professor
Sarah Welling, which currently is being
circulated for publication. The article
examines the effect of federal money
laundering laws on criminal defense
lawyers. He currently is working on
"The Fair Housing Act, Government
Lawyers, and Legal Ethics," an article
examining ethical problems of Justice
Department lawyers representing pri-
vate claimants that is being co-authored
by Professor Robert Schwemm.
John H. Garvey, Ashland Oil Professor of
Law, is serving the second year of his
term as chairofthe Association of Ameri-
can Law Schools Constitutional Law
Section. During the past year he pub-
lished two books: Garvey & Aleinikoff,
Modern Constitutional Theory (West,
2d ed. 1991); and Garvey & Schauer,
The First Amendment: A Reader(West,
1992). He is also an associate editor of
Fundamentalism and The State (Chi-
cago, 1992), which will be published in
the fall of this year. Professor Garvey
has delivered a number of papers re-
cently on these and other themes. They
include: "Law and Islam in Saudi Arabia
and Iran," Ohio State University (Octo-
ber 1991); "A Reply to Stanley
Hauerwas," DePaul University Law
School (December 1991); "The Rights
of Groups," AALS Annual Meeting
(January 1992); "Group Rights in Inter-
national Law," ASIL Annual Meeting
(April 1992); "The Pope's Submarine,"
University of San Diego (April 1992);
and "Religious Authority and Academic
Freedom," University of San Diego (April
1992).
Alvin L. Goldman, Dorothy Salmon Pro-
fessor of Law, is the Chair of the 1993
National Academy of Arbitrators' Pro-
gram Planning Committee. Healsohas
been r8*elected to a three-year term on
the Executive Committee of the U.S.
Branch of the International Society for
Labor Law, and continues as Chair of
the Labor Law Group. His article on
"The American Law of Strikes and Lock-
outs" is being published as part of a
symposium in the 1992 issue of The
Recent changes in the University of Kentucky Library System are improving access to the
law library for many attorneys across the state.
Bulletin of Comparative Labour Law.
He is working now on a paper entitled,
"The Application of a Model of Bargain-
ing Strength in Analyzing Mediation
Systems," to be presented at a confer-
ence in Sydney, Australia, and a revi-
sion of his treatise on Labor and Em-
ployment Law in the U.S.A.
Willburt D. Ham, Professor of Law Emeri-
tus, will be teaching a section of Busi-
ness Associations at the College of Law
for the fall 1992 semester.
She is working on an article entitled,
"The Consequences of the Inadvertent
Production of Privileged Documents."
She also is preparing "A Directory of UK
College of Law Minority Graduates" and
"A Guide to International Summer In-
ternships for UK Law Students," which
is being co-authored by Associate Dean
Bakert. Last fall she was appointed
faculty advisor to the Student Public
Interest Law Foundation and the Asso-
ciation of Black Law Students.
Michael P. Healy, Assistant Professor of
Law, recently published "Direct Liability
for Hazardous Substance Cleanups
Under CERCLA: A Comprehensive
Approach," 42 Case Western Reserve
Law Review 65 (1992). He is working
now on "Judicial Review and CERCLA
Response Actions: Interpretative Strat-
egies in the Face of Plain Meaning," an
article discussing when litigants may
bring claims relating to Superfund clean
Roberta M. Harding, Assistant Professor
of Law, has been appointed as a guest
lecturer at Georgetown Law Center's
International Law Program in Florence,
Italy for the summer of 1993. She
recently moderated a panel discussion
entitled, "Racism in Lexington after
Rodney King." This summer she was a
guest lecturer at the Governor's Schol-
ars Program at Murray State University.
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ups. This spring he was appointed faculty
advisor to the Moof Court Board and
National Moot Court Team.
Thomas P. Lewis, William 1.Lafferty Pro-
fessor of Law, served his second term
as an elected member of the College of
Law Executive Committee forthe 1991-
92 school year. He also was appointed
to the Constitutional Improvement Policy
Council of the Kentucky Center for Pub-
lic Issues. InApril 1992 Professor Lewis
was awarded the Lowell T. Hughes
Legal Writing Award for his article, "Jural
Rights Under Kentucky's Constitution-
Realities Grounded in Myth," 80 Ken-
tucky Law Journal (Summer 1992).
Mark A. Linneman, Associate Professor
of Law and Director of the Law Library,
has been reappointed to the Executive
Committee of the Sports and the Law
Section of the Association of American
Law Schools. He is also a member of
the Statistics Committee of the Ameri-
can Association of Law Libraries.
Martin J. McMahon, Laramie L. Leather-
man Professor of Law, has been ap-
pointed to the American Law Institute
Tax Advisory Group and the Board of
Editors of the Florida Tax Review.
Supplements to three of his books were
published this year: Federal Income
Taxation of Business Organizations
(with P. McDaniel, H. Ault& D. Simmons)
(Foundation Press, 1991), 1992 An-
nual Supplement; Federal Income Taxa-
tion of Partnerships and 5Corporations
(with P. McDaniel, H. Ault& D. Simmons)
(Foundation Press, 1991), 1992 An-
nual Supplement; and Federal Income
Taxation of Individuals (with B. Bittker)
(Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1988),
1992 Cumulative Supplements No. 1
and NO.2. His article, "A Capsule View
of the History and Importance of the
Economic Interest Concept in Mineral
Taxation," was published in 27 Tulsa
Law Journal 313 (1992). In 1991 he
published "A Production Payment
Primer," 4 The Natural Resources Tax
Review 311 (1991) and "Develop-
ments in United States Domestic Taxa-
tion of Oil and Gas During 1990," 9 Oil
& Gas Law& Taxation Review90 (1991)
(United Kingdom). Professor McMahon
has made several presentations over
the past year, including: "Recent Cases
and Revenue Rulings on Realization
and Recognition of Income, Allowabie
Deductions, Tax Accounting and Pro-
cedure," American Bar Association Tax
Section Midyear Meeting, San Antonio,
Texas (February 1992); and "Economic
Interest in Minerals" and "Production
Payments," American Mining Congress,
Seminar on Mining Taxation, Reno,
Nevada (October 1991). His other ac-
tivities include the ABA Section on T axa-
tion, Teaching Tax Committee (Pro-
gram Planning Subcommittee), the
American College of Tax Counsel Mem-
bership Committee and the Internal Rev-
enue Service, Office of Chief Counsel,
Petroleum Industry Program Audiotape
Continuing Legal Education Project. He
presently is working on Cases on Fun-
damentals of Federal Income Taxation
with Rose and Simmons (West Publish-
ing Company) and the second edition of
Federal Income Taxation of Individuals
(Warren, Gorham & Lamont).
Douglas C. Michael, Assistant Professor
of Law, recently published "The Unten-
able Status of Corporate Governance
Listing Standards," 47 Business Law-
yer NO.4 (August 1992). He currently
is working on an article exploring new
corporate legal doctrines to deal with
the evolving problem of excessive ex-
ecutive compensation, and is the fac-
ulty advisor for the Kentucky Law Jour-
nal. Professor Michael recently received
a research contract from the Adminis-
trative Conference of the United States,
an independent federal agency char-
tered with identifying inefficiency and
unfairness in government procedures
and recommending reforms to federal
agencies and to Congress. He will study
and make recommendations to the
Conference on the current and poten-
tial use of securities industry self-regu-
lation as an alternative to direct regula-
tion.
Dean Campbell, right, congratulates
Associate Alumni Professor Donald
Winslow on his receipt of the Robert M.
and Joanne K. Duncan Outstanding
Teaching Award.
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John M, Rogers, Brown, Todd & Heyburn
Professor of Law and Associate Dean
for AcademicAffairs, recently published
"Some Lessons about the Law from
Self-Referential Problems in Mathemat-
ics" (with UK Mathematics Professor
Robert Molzen), 90 Michigan Law Re-
view 992 (1992). Two book reviews
written by Professor Rogers were pub-
lished in the past year, at 8 Constitu-
tional Commentary 551 (1991) and 86
American Journal of International Law
224 (1992).
Robert G. Schwemm, Wendell H. Ford
Professor of Law, served as Special
Attorney to the Housing & Civil Enforce-
ment Section of the U.S. Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Division, Washing-
ton, D.C. from July to December of
1991 (see article, this issue). Also last
year, the 1991 Cumulative Supplement
to his book, Housing Discrimination Law
and Litigation, was published (Clark
Boardman 1990). Professor Schwemm
was the keynote speaker on "Fair Hous-
ing Enforcement: A New Partnership"
at the HOPE Fair Housing Center, Chi-
cago, in October 1991. In June of 1992
he served as the moderator of the an-
nual conference of the National Fair
Housing Alliance in Washington, and
also was the teatured speaker at the
"Fair Housing Trial Training" confer-
ence sponsored by the Boston Law-
yers' Committee for Civil Rights. The
previous month he was the moderator
for the topic, "Federal Efforts to Combat
Discrimination in the Housing and Mort-
gage Markets," at the Fannie Mae Con-
ference on Housing Discrimination in
Washington. He was also a panelist on
"Future Directions for Testing" at the
Rockefeller Foundation Conference on
Testing for Discrimination in America,
held in Washington in September 1991.
David C. Short, Alumni Professor of Law
and Director of the Mineral Law Center,
has been appointed as Vice Chair for
the Coal Committee of the ABA Section
of Energy, Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Law after serving as Chair-
man of the Committee for three years.
On July 1, 1992, the Journal of Mineral
& Policy became the Journal of Natural
Resources and Environmental Law. The
first issue will be Volume 8, No.1 as a
continuation of the JMLP. Professor
Short will continue to serve as Editor in
Chief of the renamed, refereed journal
with the new name reflecting more ac-
curately the journal's historic scope of
coverage.
Continued Next Page
Changing faculty
The 32 members of the UK College of Law faculty are: front row, from
left, Paul Oberst, Dave Short, Burt Ham, Roberta Harding, Mike Healy
and Sarah Welling; second row, Mark Linneman, AI Goldman, Lyn
Kennedy, Don Winslow, Mary Davis and Bob Lawson; and third row,
Rick Underwood, Fred Whiteside, Bitt Campbell, Harold Weinberg,
Thomas J. Stipanowich, Alumni Profes-
sor of Law, is serving as Acting Director
of the Mediation Center of Kentucky
until a permanent director is appointed.
The Mediation Center, which opened
its doors in Lexington on June 1, is an
outgrowth of a task force appointed by
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Rob-
ert Stephens (see article, this issue).
Professor Stipanowich recently pub-
lished Chapter 23 of Commercial Rem-
edies (Matthew Bender 1992) entitled,
"Arbitration as an Alternative to Litiga-
tion." Another article, co-authored with
Douglas Henderson and entitled "Set-
tling Construction Disputes by Media-
tion, Mini-Trial and Other Processes-
The ABA Forum Survey," appeared in
12 Construction Lawyer No. 2 (April
1992). Hecurrently is preparing a more
extensive article on the survey, and will
be speaking on the same subject at an
international conference on "Construc-
tion Conflict: Management and Resolu-
tion" in September in Manchester, En-
gland. The treatise which he is co-
authoring with Professors Ian MacNeil
and Richard Speidel, Commercial Arbi-
tration Under the Federal Arbitration
Act, is scheduled for publication by Little,
Brown in early 1993. Professor
Stipanowich recently was appointed as
special master in a complex construc-
tion litigation by Judge Henry Wilhoit of
the Federal District Court for the East-
ern District of Kentucky.
Richard H. Underwood, Spears-Gilbert
John Rogers, Doug Michael and Gene Gaetke. Fourth row: Steve
Vasek, Richard Ausness, John Garvey, Marty McMahon, Tom Lewis
and Todd Eberle. Faculty members not pictured are Drusilla Bakert,
John Batt, Carolyn Bratt, Bill Fortune, Louise Graham, Bob Schwemm
and Tom Stipanowich.
Professor of Law, has written an article
on "Confessions of an Ethics Chair-
man" that is scheduled for publication
by the Journal of the Legal Profession
for summer 1992. His manuscript for
the Kentucky Ethics Handbookhas been
delivered to UKiCLE for publication as
a joint KBA/UKCLE project. He cur-
rently is completing an article on "Part-
Time Prosecutors and Conflicts of In-
terest."
Harold R. Weinberg, Wyatt, Tarrant &
Combs Professor of Law, recently pub-
lished "Adding Commercial Fundamen-
tals, Terms and Transactions to Con-
tract and Commercial Law," 37 Wayne
Law Review 1989 (1991), as well as
Chapter 39 of 3 Commercial Law and
Practice Guide (Matthew Bender 1991)
entitled, "Documents of Title and Se-
cured Financing." In November of 1991
he made a presentation to the Bank
Counsel Division of the Kentucky Bank-
ers Association on "Highlights from the
U.C.C. Articles 3 and 4 Amendments
and New Article 4A." He is a memberof
the Kentucky Uniform Commercial Code
Study Commission, as well as the Ameri-
can Bar Association U.C.C. Article 1
Review Task Force, for which he pre-
pared a memorandum concerning good
faith issues. In his capacity as an advi-
sor to the Article 9 Study Committee
established by the Permanent Editorial
Board otthe Uniform Commercial Code,
he prepared a paper entitled, "Tort
Claims and Article Nine." Professor
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Weinberg also teaches in the area of
intellectual property, and is on the ABA
Intellectual Property Financing Task
Force and the University of Kentucky
Intellectual Properties Committee. He
is working currently on a law review
article tentatively entitled "Federal Pre-
emption of State Commercial Law:
Lessons from Copyright Law and the
Code" (with W.J. Woodward of Temple
University School of Law), and on a
chapter on intellectual property financ-
ing to be published in Matthew Bender's
multi-volume Uniform Commercial Code
Service.
Sarah N. Welling, Alumni Professor of
Law, is the 1992 Chair of the Criminal
Justice Section of the American Asso-
ciation of Law Schools. In May she
traveled to Poland to participate in a
workshop on "Technical Legal Assis-
tance in White Collar Crime" sponsored
by the ABA Central and East European
Law Initiative (see article, this issue). In
December 1991 her article, "Does the
Government Haveto Prove Inducement
to Convict an Elected Official of Extor-
tion Under the Hobbs Act?", was pub-
lished at 4 Supreme Court Preview128.
A national expert on the money laun-
dering statutes, Professor Welling made
five presentations on this and other
topics in 1992: "The United States'
Approach to Money Laundering," Crimi-
nal Law Society, University of Warsaw,
Warsaw, Poland, May 25; "The United
States' Approach to White CollarCrime,"
Second Annual Polish Law Days,
Posnan, Poland, May 22-23; "Bank
Secrecy Act Compliance and Money
LaunderingControls," Center tor Bank-
ing and Financial Institutions, Florida
International University, Miami, Florida,
April 10; "Money Laundering and Law-
yers," with Professor Eugene Gaetke,
Randall-Park Colloquium Series, UK
College of Law, March 12; and "The
Law of Money Laundering," Fayette
County BarAssociation Continuing Le-
gal Education Seminar, March 6. In
addition, over the past year four of her
articles have been published in the
MoneyLaunderingAlert. "ShippingDrug
Proceeds is Laundering," November
1991; "Money l.aunderlnq Conspiracy
Net Bolstered byCourt," January 1992;
"U.S. Supreme Court Agrees to Hear
Two Important Cases," March 1992;
and "Supreme Court Raises Govern-
mentBurden inStinqs,' May 1992. Pro-
fessors Welling and Gaetke have sub-
mitted for publication their article on the
money laundering laws' impactoncrimi-
nal defense lawyers entitled "Money
Laundering and Lawyers." Professor
Welling now is working on an article
solicited for a symposium in the Ala-
bama Law Review on "Threshold
Amounts and Anti-Structuring Rules"
and"WhiteCollarCrime-from Scratch,"
an article solicited for a symposium in
the William and Mary Law Review.
Frederick W. Whiteside, Professor of
Law Emeritus, recently published an
article on "Legal Services for the Eld-
erly: The Private Bar Responds to the
Need," 55 Kentucky Bench & Bar8-10
(Spring 1991). He is on the Board of
Directors of the Kentucky Bar Founda-
tion, and the Boardof Directors of Blue-
grass Community Services, Inc. Pro-
fessor Whiteside is practicing law part-
time in the areas of wills, trusts and
elder law.
Donald A. Winsfow, Associate Alumni
Professor of Law, received the Robert
M. and Joanne K. DuncanOutstanding
Teaching Award for 1992. His article,
"The NewYork Stock Exchange and Its
Specialist System: The Challenge to
America's Predominant Market and Its
Market-Making Mechanism" (with D.C.
Oesterle and S.C. Anderson) is sched-
uledto be published inSeptember 1992
at 17 Journal of Corporation Law NO.2
(1992). Two of his articles have been
selected for publication by the Ken-
tucky Law Journal: "Defminq Suitabil-
ity," 81 KLJ No. 1 (1992) (With S.C.
Anderson) and "An Essay in which
'Shoeless' Joe Jackson and Pete Rose
Explain to Ivan Boesky and Dennis
Levine the Harmof InsiderTrading - A
Sportinq Responseto the Lawand Eco-
nomics Criticism of the Regulation of
Insider Trading," 81 KLJ NO.2 (1993)
(with S.C. Anderson). His works-in-
progress include an essay on "What-
ever Happened to Professional Con-
duct by Law Professors." Professor
Winslow was elected by the Class of
1992 to address their graduation cer-
emony, held on May 9, 1992.
Attention
all runners
The Student Bar Association is
planning what it hopes will become an
annual event-a 5-K road race, appropri-
ately called the RACE JUDICATA.
(There will also be a l-rnile fun walk for
those lessadventurous souls.) The SBA
hashigh hopes for this event and will be
working hard to solicit corporate support
for the race.
Saturday, October 31st is Homecom-
ing and the day of the big race, SBA is
working with the Student Activities
Board and the Alumni Association to
maximize publicity and increase
participation in this official Homecom-
ing event. The race is set to begin at
9:00 a.m. from the parking lot of
Commonwealth Stadium. Entertainment
is planned, refreshments wi IIbe served,
and there may even be a guest celebrity
or two on hand. PLUS every participant
gets a complimentary t-shirt from the
premier RACE JUDICATA, which
promises to be a collector's item in years
to come!
Don't miss the fun and excitement!
Plan now to be a part of it. Contact SBA
President Doug Kemper at (606) 257-
4875 for further details or to request an
entry form.
UK College of Law Alumni:
WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN!!
Finding a former classmate can be just like looking for the proverbial needle in a
haystack. But not anymore. Soon an updated directory of our great alumni will be
available to help you locate your old friends.
The new UK College of Law Alumni Directory, scheduled for release in late
1993, will be the most up to date and complete reference on over 4,000 UK law
school alumni ever compiled! This comprehensive volume will include current
name, address and phone number, plus business information (if applicable), bound
into a classic, library-quality edition.
The College of Law has contracted the prestigious Bernard C. Harris Publishing
Company, Inc. to produce our Directory. Harris will soon being researching and
compiling the information to be printed in the Directory by mailing a questionnaire
to each alumnus/a. (Should you prefer not to be listed in the Directory, please
contact the College of Law's Alumni Office in writing as soon as possible.)
The new UK College of Law Alumni Directory will soon make finding a UK law
school alumnus/a as easy as opening a book. Look for more details on this project
in future issues.
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Honors abound at awards night
II I]"'0>"'" illCow ,m Awards m,htCeremony was held in the Courtroom onT Tuesday evening, April 21. Current students,incoming students, faculty and staff were
recognized. Following the ceremony
Greenebaum Doll & McDonald sponsored a reception
for donors, award recipients and faculty at the UK
Faculty Club. The awards presented were:
Greenbaum Doll & McDonald Awards
These tuition scholarships were presented by Laramie
L. Leatherman' 53 to the following students who ranked
first in their respective classes: First-Year Class recipient:
James C. Woolery of Ashland; Second-Year Class recipi-
ent: Ronald M. Broudy of Lexington.
Kentucky Law Journal Awards
Stoll, Keenon & Park Award for Outstanding
Writing for the Kentucky Law Journal: This award was
presented by William T. Bishop, III '69 to Thomas E.
Bartrum of Louisville for his note, "Birth Control as a
Condition of Probation: A New Weapon in the War
Against Child Abuse."
Stoll, Keenon & Park Award for Outstanding
Service to the Kentucky Law Journal: Buddy Bishop
presented this award to second-year student Lloyd C.
Chatfield of Lexington, next year's editor-in-chief of the
Journal.
Colvin P. Rouse Award: This was given to third-year
student Henry L. Hipkens of Lexington for his paper,
"The Failed Search for the Perfect Analogy: More
Reflections on the Unusual Case of John Moore."
Lowell T. Hughes Award: This is given for the best
article published by a student or faculty member in the
Kentucky Law Journal. The award was presented this
year to Professor Thomas P. Lewis for his article, "Jural
Rights Under Kentucky's Constitution: Realities
Grounded in Myth."
Mineral Law Journal Awards
David Short '67, Director of the Mineral Law Center,
presented the following students, next year's editors of
the Journal of Natural Resources and Enrivonmental
Law with Massey Foundation Scholarships:
James D. Desmond, Lincolnshire, lL; Douglas A.
Henderson, Ann Arbor, Ml; Karen W. Imboden, David
A. Reisman and Karen L. Whitmer, all of Lexington;
and Jennifer G. Marwitz, Richmond, VA.
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J. Richard Oexmann Criminal Law Award
This is funded by local attorney J. Richard Oexmann
and is awarded each year to the student writing the most
outstanding paper in the criminal law area. This year
there was a tie for first. Professor Sarah Welling '78
presented the awards to John Y. Brown, III '92 of
Louisville and Katherine E. Venti of Huntington, WV.
John Y. Brown, III '92 receiving oneofthe J. Richard Oexmann
Criminal Law Awards from Professor Sarah Welling at the
College's 1992Awards Night.
National Moot Court Team Scholarships
The following four scholarships are funded by the law
firms named and are given to second-year students who
have been named to the College of Law's National Moot
Court Team for 1992-93:
Boehl Stopher Graves & Deindoerfer Moot Court
Scholarship, awarded by John W. Phillips '81 to Lisa M.
Herb of Seattle, WA.
Landrum & Shouse Moot Court Scholarship, awarded
by Lionel A. Hawse '67 to Gail Luhn Pyle of Lexington.
Savage, Garmer & Elliott Moot Court Scholarship,
awarded by faculty advisor John M. Rogers to Michelle M.
Ciccarelli of Berea.
Stoll, Keenon & Park Moot Court Scholarship,
awarded by Buddy Bishop to Douglas E. Cauthen of
Walton, KY.
Kentucky Defense Counsel Torts Award
Presented by Lambert Farmer '72 on behalf of the
KDC to Bryan K. Mattingly of Lexington, for making
the highest grade in torts in the first-year class.
Kentucky State Lawyers Auxiliary Award
This achievement award is given annually by the
Auxiliary to a second-year student in the top 15% of the
class who also excels in extracurricular activities and
community service. The award rotates among the three
Kentucky law schools. This year's winner is Shelly Ann
Sprague of Sturgis.
National Association of Women Lawyers Award
This is given to an outstanding woman in the third-
year class, awarded this year to Lisa M. Kleopfel of
Louisville.
West Publishing Company Awards
These recipients are selected by the Scholarships and
Honors Committee from faculty nominations. Winners
receive either the two-volume set of Hazen's Securities
Regulation or the two-volume set of McCormick on
Evidence. This year's recipients are:
Lisa M. Harbold '92 from Louisville; Lisa M. Herb
of Seattle, WA; Barbara J. Miller '92 from Running
Springs, CA; and Jonathan D. Niemeyer of Lexington.
Incoming Student Awards
The following merit scholarships were awarded to
incoming students at the ceremony:
Charles M. Landrum, Jr. Scholarship: This new
scholarship was endowed by the firm of Landrum &
Shouse in honor of Charles M. Landrum, Jr. The first
Landrum Scholarship was presented by Lionel Hawse to
John W. Walters from Frankfort, who was graduated
from Transylvania University in 1990 with a degree in
business management.
Joel V. Williamson Scholarship: This scholarship
was endowed by Joel V. Williamson '70, who presented
the 1992 scholarship to Jeff Harrell from Bardstown, a
Bellarmine graduate with a degree in communications
and psychology.
Weldon Shouse Scholarship: Landrum & Shouse
endowed this new scholarship in honor of Weldon
Shouse. The Shouse Scholarship was presented by
Lionel Hawse to Melanie Sublett of Louisville, who was
graduated from UK in spring 1992 with a degree in
health administration.
Lionel Hawse '67, lett, and Melanie Sublett, winner of the
Weldon Shouse Law Scholarship.
Gayle A, Mohney
Scholarship: The
Mohney Scholarship
was endowed by the late
Mrs. Gayle Mohney and
the estate of Gayle A.
Mohney, who was a
well-respected partner in
Stoll Keenon & Park.
The-college's only
three-year merit
scholarship, the Mohney
Scholarship was
awarded this year to
Medrith Hager of Ft.
Wright, who was
graduated from
Transylvania this year
with a double major in political science and history.
Thomas P. Ben Memorial Scholarship: This fund
was endowed by UK law alumni in memory of Thomas
P. Bell '50. The recipient announced at Awards Night
was Traci Lynn Courtney from Nicholasville, who was
graduated from UK in May with a degree in communi-
cations.
Brown, Todd & Heyburn Scholarship: This
scholarship was presented by Charles S. Cassis '63 to
Brian Roberts of Louisville, graduating from Asbury
College this spring with a degree in history and sociol-
ogy.
Richard D. Cooper Scholarship: This scholarship
was endowed by Richard D. Cooper '59, who presented
the scholarship to Dustan Chad McCoy of Grayson, a
1991 graduate of Virginia Poly technical Institute with a
degree in finance.
Colvin P. Rouse Centre College Scholarship: This
scholarship was endowed by Colvin P. Rouse '28 of
Versailles and presented at Awards Night to John E.
Quattrocchi of Owensboro, who was graduated from
Centre College in May with a degree in Spanish and
economics.
Stites & Harbison Scholarship: The Stites &
Harbison Scholarship was the first College of Law
scholarship endowed by a law firm. Erica Horn '90
presented the award to Kelley Lee McGregor of London,
a 1991 graduate of Vanderbilt University with a degree
in English.
Stoll, Keenon & Park Scholarship: The final Stoll,
Keencn Scholarship was presented by Buddy Bishop to
Margaret Jane Brannon of Maysville, who is a graduate
of Transylvania University with a degree in English and
a minor in history.
William T. Bishop, III '69 awards the
Gayle A. Mohney Law Scholarship to
Medrith Hager of Ft. Wright.
Faculty and Staff Awards
Duncan Outstanding Teaching Award: This
prestigious teaching award was endowed by Robert M.
Continued Next Page
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83rd graduation a time for tradition
11011 n Saturday, M"•. ,on. theCollege of Law held com-
mencement ceremonies for
the Class of 1992, the
College's 83rd graduating
class. The ceremony took place in the
Concert Hall of the Singletary Center for
the Arts in Lexington. Graduation
festivities began the night before, at a
reception for the graduates and their
families at Keeneland.
Following tradition, the graduation
ceremony included greetings from three
speakers.
Robert Wier, the 1992 graduate with
the highest overall grade point average,
spoke on behalf of the graduating class.
Robert is originally from Harlan and a
graduate of Cumberland High School.
His wife Stephanie, another Harlan
County native, worked as a dental
hygienist to help support them during
Robert's three years in law school.
Following graduation Robert started
clerking for the Honorable Eugene E.
Siler, Jr., formerly of the U.S. District
Court, Eastern District of Kentucky, and
Awards Ni ht
Continued from Page 25
and Joanne K. Duncan, both '74,
bankers from Inez. Dean Campbell
presented this year's award to Professor
Donald A. Winslow, a 1980 graduate of
Cornell Law School (photo, Page 21).
Nancy Lewis Awards: The follow-
ing awards are funded by former Dean
Thomas P. Lewis in memory of his wife,
Nancy. They are given each year to
outstanding staff members at the
College. Recipients this year are: Janice
Cox, Accounts Clerk, College of Law
Library; Martha M. Grange, Dean's
Office Administrative Assistant and
Registrar; Carolyn M. Kennedy,
Associate Dean for Admissions and
Student Affairs; Jeanie J. Powell, Staff
Assistant, Admissions; Susan C.
Saunier, Administrative Assistant,
Continuing Legal Education; and Joan
A. Yocum, Staff Assistant, Career
Services.
now on the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit. Robert clerked for
Stoll, Keenan & Park while in law
school.
Thomas B. Russell '70, President of
the Kentucky Bar Association for 1991-
92, addressed the graduates on behalf of
the bar. He noted that the occasion
marked his first attendance at a law
school graduation, because the Class of
1970's graduation ceremony was
cancelled due to unrest on campus that
year and the burning of the R.O.T.C
building.
The final speaker, addressing the
graduates on behalf of the faculty, was
Associate Professor Donald Winslow,
chosen by ballot of the graduating class.
Professor Winslow urged the graduates
to keep in touch with their classmates
and the College of Law, during the
years to come.
The Faculty Cup is awarded at
graduation each year. The recipient,
selected by secret ballot of the faculty,
is the graduate who made the most
significant contribution to the atrno-
sphere of the College as a student.
John Choate Roach of Frankfort
received the Faculty Cup for the Class
of 1992. John is now clerking for the
Honorable Pierce Lively of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
Both Robert Wier and John Roach
were among the graduates recognized as
eligible to be nominated to the Order of
the Coif, for placing in the top 10% of
the graduating class.
The other graduates who were
honored at the ceremony for election to
the Coif are:
Phillip B.C. Jones, Chicago, TL (a
former UK professor); Lisa Marie
Kleopfel, Prospect, KY; Barbara Jean
Miller, Running Springs, CA; William
L. Montague, Jr., Lexington, KY;
Matthew David Nelson, Berea, KY;
Connie M. Payne, Sand Gap, KY;
Harold Rader, Manchester, KY; William
Keith Ransdell, Harrodsburg, KY; Troy
Reynolds, Perryville, KY; Darrell
Ruark, Vanceburg, KY; Patrick T.
Schmidt, Louisville, KY; and Charles D.
Webb, Jr., Huntington, WV.
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First-year students giving their professor their undivided attention during a class last year.
College of Law enrolls Class of 1995
II II n A0'",""' Colleze of Lawenrolled its 1992 enteringIclass. According to AssociateDean Carolyn Kennedy, Chair
of the Admissions Committee,
the number of applications for admis-
sion to the College continues to in-
crease. Despite a national downturn in
law school applications generally, for
this fall's entering class at UK there
were almost 1,400 applications, nearly
double the number five 5 years ago,
when 770 students applied.
Besides the sheer number of appli-
cants, another interesting aspect of the
group of people represented is the range
of interests, backgrounds and talents.
This year's entering class, the future
Class of 1995, includes the following:
• A medical doctor
• A medical student
• A native of Peru
• A Special Olympics volunteer
• The President of a college chapter
of Habitat for Humanity
• A husband-wife law student couple
• A brother-sister pair of law students
• A Kentuckian who spent 4 years as
a freelance reporter in Taiwan
• A Kentuckian who rowed crew first
at Oxford and then at Emory
• Staff Assistant to a U.S. Senate
Committee
• The son of a laid off coal miner
• Captain of the UK cheerleaders
• A travel specialist with the Ken-
tucky Tourism Cabinet
• An instructor for the Earo-NATO
Joint Jet Pilot Training Program
• A Russian linguist and interrogator
for the U.S. Army
• Manager of the Corporate Finance
Library for Salomon Brothers in NYC
• The University of South Carolina's
Outstanding Senior for 1990
• An Area Extension Agent for the
UK College of Agriculture
• Vice President of Northwestern's
African-American Student Alliance
• A Kentuckian born in Scotland who
did not become a citizen until 1988
• A Gulf War veteran & recipient of
the Sea Service Deployment Ribbon
• Special Assistant to Kentucky's
Deputy Secretary of Finance
• Chapter founder, Howard Univer-
sity Fellowship of Christian Atheletes
• A journalist who has met Jesse
Jackson and Archbishop Desmond Tutu
• Lead singer of "Soul Kitchen," a
rock and roll band
• Seven bankers
• A case worker for the Home
Incarceration Program, Inc.
• A student who researched marine
toxicology in Jamaica
• A campus educator on HIV
• A coronary care unit nurse
• An emergency room volunteer at
Duke Hospital
• A student Regent at Kentucky State
University
• A lab technician leadworker for the
Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission
• An analyst for the Budget Commit-
tee, U.S. House of Representatives
• A biologist in cardio-vascular
diagnostics at the Research Triangle, NC
• The best speaker at the Kentucky
United Nations Assembly
• President of a home building and
remodeling company
• A software engineer working on a
NATO joint development effort
• President of Student Government at
Northern Kentucky University
• President of Student Government at
Berea
• The Lexington Jaycees "New
Jaycee of the Year" for 1990-91
• A staffer for the Governor's
Commission for a Drug-Free Kentucky
• An editorial cartoonist published in
The Washington Times, The Courier
Journal and The National Review
• A teacher of English in Japan
• A photojournalist who freelanced in
Asia and Latin America
• A member of UK's Black Voices
gospel choir
• The writer, at the age of four, of
"The Family that Never Got Arrested"
Group funds public
interest internships
The College of Law Student
Public Interest Law Foundation
("SP1LF") has worked hard this year
to raise money to fund public interest
summer internships for first- and
second-year students. UK students
formed SPILF in 1990 to help them
pursue public interest careers, even in
the face of mounting school loans.
Because most public interest groups
do not pay salaries to summer clerks,
students need some funding support
to work in the public interest before
graduation.
Under the guidance of Assistant
Professor Roberta Harding, the Founda-
tion applied for a grant from the
Kentucky IOLTA Fund for 1992-93. In
addition, SPILF student members last
spring held a fund drive for students to
contribute from their own summer
earnings. Over $1 ,000 was collected in
student pledges, and a number of faculty
members pledged to support SPILF as
well.
This fall the SPILF students plan to
conduct several fundraising events to
add to their student contributions. The
monies raised by SPILF will be used
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first, to fund student fellowships, and
secondly, to support the public
interest resource center SPILF is
setting up at the College of Law. The
Center will contain information on
public interest work and opportuni-
ties in Kentucky, in other parts of the
United States and abroad.
Alumni who work for public
interest organizations, and who
would be interested in hiring a
student clerk with SPILF funding,
should contact Professor Harding or
Associate Dean Drusilla Bakert, UK
College of Law, Lexington, KY
40506-0048 (or phone 606-257-8959
to reach Associate Dean Bakert).
UK sweeps regional Moot Court competition
UK's National Moot Court Team
swept the Region IV competition in
Richmond, Virginia, last November.
The winning team consisted of Jennifer
Hall of Dayton, Ohio, and Charlie Webb
of Huntington, West Virginia. After
defeating Duke and losing to a William
and Mary team in the preliminary
rounds, Jennifer and Charlie succes-
sively won the quarter-final, semi-final
and final rounds by beating the Univer-
sity of Richmond, Campbell University,
and finally the other team from William
and Mary.
Charlie received a silver bowl from
the American College of Trial Lawyers
for giving the best oral argument in the
final round. According to faculty advisor
Professor John Rogers, "the persuasive
arguments of the UK team finally
caused the final round panel, always a
'tough' bench in Region IV, to sit back
and fix their eyes in silent admiration."
The final round panel consisted of
Virginia Supreme Court Chief Justice
Harry Carrico, North Carolina Supreme
Court Justice Harry Martin, and U.S.
District Court Judges James Turk, James
Spencer and Samuel Wilson.
Because of their win, Charlie and
Jennifer were able to compete in the
final competition in New York in
UK students pursue
international options
Tn 1992 several UK law students were successful in finding
summer clerkships overseas. Scott Damron, a second-year
student from Louisville, last summer established a tie between
the UK College of Law and the International Friendship Center
in Tokyo, which is funded by private Japanese businesses to
bring in students from around the world and expose them to
Japan. Scott applied for the program in 1991 and was accepted
for the summer after his first year of law school. This year,
thanks to the contacts Scott established, second-year student
Kenna Walker participated in the program.
Scott himself worked this summer for Japan's third-largest
law firm, Masuda & Ejiri, in its Tokyo office. While in Tokyo
last summer, Scott used his portable computer to send letters to
a large number of Japanese law firms before receiving the offer
from Masuda. He spent this summer researching American law
for the firm and proofreading contracts and other legal docu-
ments translated into English. The firm plans to be the first
Japanese law finn to open an office in New York.
Also this summer Carolyn Miller, a second-year student
from New York, worked for a law firm in Spain. Carolyn spent
part of last summer in Mexico taking an intensive Spanish
language class, in hopes of working in Spain this year. Her
hopes were realized through Professor Roberta Harding.
Professor Harding and Associate Dean Bakert spent part of
their summer putting together an International Clerkship Guide
to help other UK law students locate positions overseas. They
would be interested in hearing from UK law alumni who have
international contacts. If you can help, write to Associate Dean
Drusilla Bakert, 261 College of Law Building, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0048.
January. This is the fifth time in the last
six years that a UK team has proceeded
to the final competition in New York by
virtue of being either first or runner-up
in the Region IV competition. Region
IV encompasses UK as well as the law
schools in the states of Virginia, West
Virginia, and North Carolina.
UK's other team of Marian Jameson
of Bardstown and David Hale of
Louisville also performed in an out-
standing manner in the preliminary
rounds of the regionals, defeating
Richmond but losing to the William and
Mary team that ultimately became the
regional runner-up.
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There's always a stack of books to bring to class.
1----------------------------1
ALUMNI NEWS - KENTUCKY LAWYER I
I
NAME CLASS YEAR I
BUSINESS ADDRESS, _
HOME ADDRESS ~
WORKPHONE HOMEPHONE _
NEWS OR COMMENTS, ___
r----------------------------i
CAREER SERVICES
Anticipated opening for third ( ), second ( ), and first ( ) year law students or
graduate/attorney ( )
Date position(s) available _
Employer's name and address ___
Person to contact ~
Requirements/comments _
( )1 am willing to serve as a resource or contact person in my area for law school
students
( )1 am interested in interviewing students at the law school for possible placement.
r----------------------------~
MEMBERSHIP FORM - LAW ALUMNI ASSN.
NAME, CLASS YEAR, _
PREFERRED MAILING ADDRESS _
__________________ CHECK IF HOME __
TITLE: FIRM OR EMPLOYER, _
AREA(S) OF PRACTICE EMPHASIS (optional) ~
WORK PHONE HOME PHONE _
SPOUSE'S NAME ~
Please return with $25 dues (check payee: UK Law Alumni Association) to: Law
Alumni Association, University of Kentucky, 261 College of Law Building, Lexington,
LKY~0506-004~ttn~an~Yocu~ ~
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,----------------------------1
The Kentucky Lawyer
University of Kentucky
261 College of Law Building
Lexington, KY 40506-0048
~----------------------------~
Career Services
University of Kentucky
261 College of Law Building
Lexington, KY 40506-0048
r----------------------------~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I attn: Joan A. YocumL ~
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Law Alumni Association
University of Kentucky
261 College of Law Building
Lexington KY 40506-0048
DEVELOPMENT
IIWI] hen I accepted the offer to '0," the staff
of the UK College of Law last October, I
did so for three very important reasons.
Being a native of Kentucky (Muhlenberg
County), UK has been a household word
for my entire life. When I had the opportunity to meet
the Dean, the Associate Deans, and the faculty during
the interview process, I knew I'd found a group of
dedicated professionals who were focused on making
the College of Law a premier institution. And when I
looked at the level of support from our alumni and
friends, I felt confident that people REALLY cared
about the law school. After almost a year, I think I
made a wise decision.
I am pleased to be a part of the effort and commit-
ment that makes the UK College of Law what it is
today. Although I did not attend UK, most of my
professional career has been tied to the advancement
and support of higher education-first at the University
of Cincinnati and most recently at the University of
The perfect
birthday gift
Just what do you give a past
governor, civic leader, distin-
guished corporate citizen, and
respected alumnus for his 67th
birthday and to mark his
retirement from corporate life?
Well, if the person in
question happens to be Edward
T. Breathitt '50 and his com-
pany happens to be The Norfolk
Southern Corporation, an
endowed professorship at the
UK College of Law was the
perfect gift.
Last November, a surprise
birthday party was held at UK's
Spindletop Hall to celebrate
Governor Breathitt's 67th
birthday. Joining in the celebra-
tion were many of Gov.
Maryland at College Park. [accepted this position
because of the challenge and opportunity to work with
you in developing and solidifying the stature, excellence,
and worth of this law school.
As you read this report of past and present accomplish-
ments, I hope you will also reflect on the future. As we
gratefully acknowledge your financial support and
commitment in the following pages, I ask that you
consider the part you wish to play in helping us build a
distinguished law school better able to serve its students,
its alumni, the legal community, and the people of this
great state.
Above all, please accept our sincere thanks. Our hope
is that you have been greatly enriched by your association
with the University of Kentucky College of Law.
0Y~~~s
Director of Development
Norfolk Southern Chief Executive Officer Arnold McKinnon marked the
retirement of former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt from the company by establishing
an endowed professorship in his honor. Celebrating the announcement are,
from left, Dean Campbell, Breathitt, McKinnon and UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr.
Breathitt's family, friends, and
associates along with Norfolk
Southern Chief Executive Officer
Arnold McKinnon. Mr. McKinnon
announced the establishment of the
Edward T. Breathitt Professorship
of Law at UK in honor of Gov.
Breathitt's 20 years of service to the
corporation. Gifts and pledges
totaling nearly $150,000 have been
received to endow this professorship
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in Gov. Breathitt's honor.
Also in attendance were then
Governor-elect Brereton Jones,
and past Governors Bert T.
Combs '37, Louis B. Nunn,
Julian Carroll '56, and John Y.
Brown, Jr. '61.
Since leaving the corporate
sector, Gov. Breathitt has joined
the finn of Wyatt, Tarrant &
Combs in Lexington.
SPFCIAL
NOTIC"",.E__
To UK College of Law
alumni and other friends who
by their gifts and their inter-
est in the College are helping
us become an even better
institution of higher learning:
This Development Report
reflects gifts received before
the end of the calendar year
1991.
Gifts received subse-
quent to December 31, 1991
are considered part of the
1992 campaign and will be
reported in next year's
Development Report.
There is an unfortunate
but necessary lapse of time
before the end of each year's
campaign and the publica-
tion of the appropriate re-
port.
We are also in the pro-
cess of updating our alumni
data base and, therefore, you
may find errors in the listing
of class years, middle ini-
tials, and the like. Please,
bear with us. Feel free to
contact our development of-
fice at (606) 257-3208 to cor-
rect any listing shown in this
year's Development Report.
Thank you.
LEADERSHIP
GIFrS
($5,000 and above)
Ashland Oil Foundation, Inc.
Edward T. Breathitt, Jr.
Brown, Todd & Heyburn
Burlington Northern Railroad
CSX Corporation
Humana Foundation, Inc.
Landrum & Shouse
Laramie L. Leatherman
Milton M. Livingston, Jr.
MAPCO Coal, Inc.
Carroll W. Morrow"
James and
Katherine Randall Park
Colvin P. Rouse, Sr.
Southern Pacific
Transportation Company
Richard W. Spears
Stoll, Keenon & Park
Texas Gas
Transmission Corp.
Rebecca J. Westerfield
DEAN'S COUNCIL
($1,000-$4,999)
Phillip R. Aaron
Arch Mineral Corporation
'Deceased
GIFT RECEIPT SUMMARY
1991 ALUMNI $367.340.29
FRIENDS $21,575.25
CORPORATIONS, $162,723.96
FOUNDATIONS &
LAW FIRMS
TOTAL $551,639.50
1990 ALUMNI $322,004.53
FRIENDS $40,657.94
CORPORATIONS, $306,922.98
FOUNDATIONS &
LAW FIRMS
TOTAL $669,585.45
1989 ALUMNI $236,970.00
FRIENDS $32,323,00
CORPORATIONS, $95,636,00
FOUNDATIONS &
LAW FIRMS
TOTAL $364,929.00
1988 ALUMNI $288,942.00
FRIENDS $18,165,00
CORPORATIONS, $35,534,00
FOUNDATIONS &
LAW FIRMS
TOTAL $282,641.00
Arnold & Porter
Ashland Coal, Inc.
Charles J. Baird
WilHam J. Baird, III
Ronald J. Bamberger
Boehl Stopher
Graves & Deindoerfer
James and Kathleen Brickey
James B. Brien, Jr.
Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corporation
John N. Browning
Family Fund
Woodrow W. Burchett
C. Michael Buxton
R. B. Campbell
Rutheford B, Jr.
and Mary Campbell
John C. Carter, Jr.
James K. Caudill
George F. Charles, Jr.
Citizens Fidelity
Bank & Trust Company
Albert G. Clay
Richard H. C. Clay
Coca-Cola Company
Jennifer B. Coffman
John D. Cole
Thomas M. Cooper
William S. Cooper
Ruth H. Baxter Crawford
John and Gay Darsie
William G. Deatherage, Jr.
W. David Denton
Distilled Spirits Council
of the United States
Robert M.
and Joanne Duncan
Raymond
and Barbara Edelman
Equitable Resources, Inc.
E. Lambert Farmer, Jr.
Gordon B. Finley, Jr.
First Kentucky
National Corp.
William H. Fortune
J. David
and Alma Lee Francis
William G. Francis
James W. Gearheart
Thomas B. Givhan
C. Edward Glasscock
John R. Grise
Asa P. Gullett, III
James G. Harralson
Ross Harris
Michael and Beverly Harrison
Lionel and Eleanor Hawse
Robert B. Hensley
Sarah O. Hernandez
Buckner Hinkle, Jr.
Stephen L. Hixson
Jack H. Horn
William S. Howard
Harold K. Huddleston
Michael A. Hurter
Island Creek Corporation
Johnson's Wax Fund, Inc.
Brereton and
Elizabeth Jones
James A. Kegley
Thomas N. Kerrick
Ben L. Kessinger, Jr.
Charles and Donna Lavelle
Jeffrey B. Leland
James W. Litsey
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Gary S. Logsdon
James H. Lucas, Jr.
MAPCO Foundation
Calvin N. Manis
Massey Foundation
Carol T. Matthews
Ann Bell McCoy
Michael J. McGraw
Henry Meigs, II
Harry and Patricia Miller
James A. Miner, Jr.
Elmer E. Morgan
Paul Oberst
Orson Oliver
Mark and Nancy Overstreet
George C. Perry, III
Whayne C. Priest, Jr.
Doug Quillen
John P. Reisz
Reynolds Metals
Company Foundation
Bruce M. Reynolds
Jerry P. Rhoads
Dean E. Rice
Lon B. Rogers
Samuel M. Rosenstein
Darlene Y. Ross
Robert P. Ross
William J. Rudloff
Paul A. Saffer
Joe C. Savage
Phillip D. Scott
W. Thorton Scott
James W. Shepherd, Jr.
Richard D. Siegel
Donald E. Skeeters
Herbert D. Sledd
South Central Bell
James G. Stephenson
John H. Stites, III
Paul E. Sullivan
Sept Timous Taylor
Texaco Foundation
David H. Thomason
United Parcel Service
of America, Inc.
John D. Van Meter
Warner-Lambert Company
Robert M. Watt, III
Jane Beasley Welch
Williams & Jensen
Lillian D. Williams
Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs
E. Frederick Zopp
UNIVERSITY
ASSOCIATES
($500-$999)
Glen S. Bagby
James E. Bassett, III
Ronald K. Bruce
Joseph and Susan Burch
Charles S. Cassis
Citizens Fidelity Bank& Trust
Columbia Gas
Transmission Corporation
Alcie A. Combs
Donald H. Combs
Coopers & Lybrand
Foundation
Joseph W. Craft. III
William P. Curlin, Jr.
Bruce K. Davis
Deloitte & Touche
Charles E. English
David C. Fannin
Robert F. Goodman, Jr.
T. Marshall Hahn, Jr.
William R. Hamlin
Thomas E. Harris
W. Patrick Hauser
IBM Corporation
Maury D. Kommor
Ullin W. Leavell, Jr.
Thomas P. Lewis
Mark A. Linneman
Marsh & McLennan
Companies Inc.
John G. McNeill
Thomas D. Muncy
Louis B. Nunn
Katherine G. Peden
Rhoads & Rhoads, P.S.C.
Calvert T. Roszell, Jr.
Phillip G. Royalty
Richard A. Sanks
Gary R. Smith
WilHam P. Thurman, Jr.
Lawrence J. Tweel
Rae L. Vansant
Richard C. Ward
Brian S. West
Henry R. Wilhoit, Jr.
Robert P. Woods
Robert G. Zweigart
UNIVERSIT
SPONSORS
($250-$499)
Brantly D. Amberg
John C. Anggelis
Gregory M. Bartlett
John B. Baughman
Elsa G. Black
Larry S. Blair
J. Leland Brewster, II
Wayne L. Bromley, Jr.
Edward J. Buechel
O. Lee Cave, III
Randy G. Clark
C. Timothy Cone
Robert H. Cornett
Charles L. Cunningham, Jr.
Wolodymyr l. Cybriwsky
John T. Daughaday
R. Ebertey Davis
William R. Dexter
John M. Elias
Sandra Freeburger
Ronald L. Gaffney
William J. Gallion
John W. Gillon, Jr.
Robert E. Gillum
Joseph R. Goeke
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Kerry B. Harvey
William H. Hazlett
Kent Hendrickson
Ron Henson
John K. Hickey
1991 Gift Designation Summary
COLLEGE OF LAW FUND
Dean's Discretionary $177,609.41*'
Fund
Ashland Oil $142,239.40
Professorships
Edward T. Breathitt $56,855.00
Professorship
Spears-Gilbert $17,000.00
Professorship
Brown, Todd & Heyburn $15,000.00
Professorship
Laramie L. Leatherman $15,000.00
Professorship
Mineral Law Center $14,726.50
Support
Robert M. and Joanne $5,050.00
K. Duncan Faculty
Improvement Fund
Wendell H. Ford $4,105.00
Professorship
Albert Kocourek Law $3,365.25
Library Fund
W.L. Matthews, Jr. $3,000.00
Professorship
Human Riahts Fund $1,000.00
Jeffrey B. Leland Law $1,000.00
Alumni Special Loan
Fund
Charles S. Cassis $500.00
Research & Scholarship
Fund
Roger B. Leland Moot $200.00
Court Fund
William Hickman, III
John W. Howard, II
Edward H. Johnstone
Thomas L. Jones
Louis A. Kawaja
F. Craig LaRocca
J. Alan Lips
Richard W. Mattson
M. Austin Mehr
J. R. Miller
Jeffrey Mobley
Gregory L. Monge
Julia C. Morris
Frederick E. Nichols
Elizabeth A. Noyes-Palmer
Dulaney L. O'Roark, Jr.
Danny L. Owens
Penn, Stuart,
Eskridge & Jones
Piper, Wellman & Bowers
John D. Preston
David E. Price
ROLM Company
Stephen K. Ramsey
John S. Reed, II
Benita J. Riley
Michael D. Risley
Mildred O. Robards
Harold D. Rogers
J. David Rosenberg
Jonathan L. Rue
Charles F. Satterwhite
Robert G. Schwemm
Paula J. Shives
Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom
Robin Simpson Smith
Steven L. Spalding
State Farm Insurance Co.
Leonard J. Stayton
Ralph P. Stevens
Carl J. Stich, Jr.
Gregory N. Stivers
A. Bailey Taylor
Donna D. Terrell
Penny Travelsted
J. Montjoy Trimble
Gardner L. Turner
Patricia Brennan Van Cleave
Stuart M. Vaughan, Jr.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Colvin P. Rouse, Sr. $40,000.00
Stoll, Keenon & Park $8,000.00
Lynn Bennett Memorial
James Park, Sr. Memorial $6,875.00
$5,425.00
Sallie Bingham
Milton M. Livingston, Sr. &
Alene F. Livingston
$5,018.13
$5,000.00
Weldon Shouse $3,000.00
Charles M. Landrum, Jr.
Boehl Stopher Graves &
Deindoerfer
$3,000.00
$2,660.00
Landrum & Shouse $2,660.00
South Central Bell $2,500.00
Ross Harris $2,000.00
Arnold & Porter
William Edward Mills
Memorial
$1,500.00
$1,335.81
Bert Combs Scholars $1,000.00
William J. Rudloff
Historically
Disadvantaged Students
$1,000.00
$605.00
Ro Moreland Memorial $250.00
Dorothy Salmon Memorial
Frank Murray Memorial
J. Woodford & Florence
Stephens Howard
$250.00
$250.00
$200.00
Thomas P. Bell Memorial
Scholarshi s - General
I
"Indudes Carroll W. Morrow '31 Bequest
Kathleen E. Voelker
Gardner D. Wagers
Roy D. Wasson
Henry Watson, Jr.
Bruce B. Weiner
Robert E. Wheeler
Henry O. Whitlow
Anthony M. Wilhoit
Weston W. Worthington
Elizabeth A. Wright
Jude P. Zwick
THE HUNDRED
CLUB
($100-$249)
Leslie D. Aberson
Norma B. Adams
Robert M. Alexander
Thomas W. Amann
David M. Andrews
Mark G. Arnzen
Kathryn R. Arterberry
David E. Arvin
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Logan B. Askew
Fred S. Bachmeyer
James W. Barnett
Uhel O. Barrickman
Douglas W. Becker
A. Stuart and Anita Bennett
Gerald E. Benzinger
A. Franklin Berry, Jr.
William and Virginia Black
Paul G. Blazer, Jr.
Jane E. Broadwater
Richard A. Brown, Jr.
Mark W. Browning
Ann M. Buechel
Dale Burchett
Charles R. Burton
William B. Byrd
A. Singleton Cagle
Capital Holding Corporation
J. Larry Cashen
Robert L. Caummisar
Armand Ohlapporl'
Elizabeth H. Childress
Anne D. Clarke
'Deceased
James W. Clay
Charles E. Clem
Carl R. Clontz
Marvin L. Coan
Thomas K. Cole
Guy R. Colson
Ben M. Combs
C. Kilmer Combs
Robert P. Combs
Steven D. Combs
John F. Corcoran
Andrew B. Cox
D. Michael Coyle
Don R. Cundiff
Laurence J. Cutler
Michael Davidson
Thomas W. Davis
Richard F. Dawahare
Harry P. Dees
Benjamin L. Dickinson
John A. Diskin
Herman G. Dotson
John L. Dotson
Ronnie G. Dunnigan
Paul J. Durbin
Jack F. Durie, Jr.
Marshall P. Eldred, Jr.
James N. Elliott, Jr.
Robert L. Fears
Jon R. Felde
Jo M. Ferguson
J. Michael Foster
Cathy W. Franck
Friends of Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt
Richard L. Frymire, Jr.
Mary W. Fulton
W. Major Gardner
Tom Garrett
John P. Gartin
General Electric Foundation
Porter H. Gilbert
Elisabeth Goldman
Stephen Wayne Grace
James S. Greene, Jr.
Jane E. Grigsby
John E. Hackley
Hamilton & Hamilton
Suzanne B. Hamilton
Robert E. Harding, Jr.
Norman E. Harned
W. Stokes Harris, Jr.
William R. Harris, Jr.
The Hartford Steam Boiler
Lee W. Harvath, Jr.
C. Kent Hatfield
Michael W. Hawkins
H. Hoover Haynes
Benjamin J. Hays
Andrea A. Hilliard
Theresa L. Holmes
Richard S. Holt
Glenn A. Hoskins
Luther P. House, Jr.
Gene L. Humphreys
John C. Hunsaker, III
Sheila R. Isaac
Tom Isaac
Gregory K. Jenkins
Continued Next Page
THE HUNDRED
CLUB
Joe R. Johnson, Jr.
Ernest H. Jones, II
William H. Jones, Jr.
Timothy J. Kaltenbach
Laura D. Keller
Vincent F. Kelley
Carolyn M. Kennedy
Frank N. King, Jr.
Sidney C. Kinkead, Jr.
William B. Kirk, Jr.
Michael Krawitz
Lake Ronel Oil Company
Douglas M. Lamb
Paul L. Lamb
James M. Lassiter
William Lear
R. David Lester
Liberty National Bank
Herbert D. Liebman
Rufus Lisle
Ben J. Lookofsky
Nancy B. Loucks
Dwight T. Lovan
John T. Lovett
Wells T. Lovett
Cathy C. Lowe
Timothy K. Lowe
Anna Bain Lumsden
Kurt and Paula Maier
E. Phillips Malone
Jerry W. Markham
Harry L. Mathison, Jr.
Joseph H. Mattingly
Walter W. May
John T. McGarvey
Anna D. Melvin
Roderick Messer
Caywood Metcalf
Everett H. Metcalf, Jr.
Mark H. Metcalf
Michael D. Meuser
Charles R. Michel
A. Stevens Miles, Jr.
James M. Miller
Jeanie O. Miller
Thomas W. Miller
George W. Mills
Jane E. Mitchell
Thomas A. Mitchell
Donald P. Moloney, II
Phillip and Mary Moloney
Tebbs S. Moore
Geoffrey R. Morgan
Richard V. Murphy
John and Charlotte Nefzger
Larry A. Neuman
Ronald A. Newcomer
Carol Paisley
Lewis G. Paisley
Stephen Palmer
John E. Pence
Peter S. Perlman
Fred E. Peters
Phi Delta Phi International
Legal Fraternity
John and Susan Phillips
R. Joseph Phillips, III
Joseph P. Pons, Jr.
H. B. Quinn
M. Greg Rains
Leslie E. Renkey
Shelley 1. Riherd
Thomas R. Riney
Ernest W. Rivers, Jr.
Ronald G. Robey
Kendall B. Robinson
William T. Robinson, III
Arthur B. Rouse, Jr.
J. D. Ruark
Robert E. Ruberg
Kenneth R. Sagan
James A. Scott, II
D. Terrell Sherman
Stephen M. Shewmaker
David C. Short
James A. Shuffett
Shumate, Shumate
& Flaherty
Charles R. Simons
Karen S. Skeens
Gene Smallwood, Jr.
David W. Smith
Thomas and Frances Spain
G. David Sparks
Gary L. Stage
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr.
Robert F. Stephens
Carroll D. Stevens
Franklin W. Stevenson
David 1. Stosberg
Harold M. Streets
Damon R. Talley
Rodney V. Tapp
Roscoe Tarter
Kenneth R. Taylor
Holliday Hopkins Thacker
Rick L. Thomas
Patrick A. Thompson
Trimble, Lindsay & Crafton
Bobby K. True
A. Michael Tucker
Steve A. Tucker
Robert D. Vance
Robert B. Vice
A. Norrie Wake, III
Robert L. Walker
Fernita L. Wallace
T. Morgan Ward, Jr.
Kathy Warnecke
John P. Watz
Sidney N. White
John B. Whitesell
Leslie G. Whitmer
Shirley A. Wiegand
Squire N. Williams, Jr.
Timothy C. Wills
David T. Wilson, II
Roger C. Womack
Clarence A. Woodall, III
David L. Yeweu
PATRONS
($1·$99)
Cecelia T. Allen
Charles J. Arnold
Richard W. Asher
Lisle Baker
James E. Banahan
John and Virginia Barrow
Dirk M. Bedarff
Gerald L. Bell
Bruce E. Blackburn
John S. Boles
John 1. Bondurant
John D. Borders, Jr.
C. R. Bowles, Jr.
William S. Bowmer, II
Douglas F. Brent
Kristine Brower
Aubrey C. Brown
W. Lewis Brown
Winifred L. Bryant
Everett Burton, Jr.
John M. Burton
Frederick M. Busroe, Jr.
Robert J. Busse
Laura D. Carruthers
Karen Cheatham
William B. Churchill
Citizens Bank
and Trust Company
J. Kirk Clarke
Stanley L. Claybon
Travis Combs, Jr.
Vincent J. Cotton, Jr.
Theodore E. Cowen
Bradford L. Cowgill
William M. Cox, Jr.
V. Anggelis Cuppy
Frederic H. Davis
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Judson F. Devlin
John L. Di Fiore
Dow Chemical U.S.A.
Kelly M. Easton
Mark D. Esterle
Carol Eubank
Frank J. Faraci
Beverly J.
Westbrook Fitzpatrick
Bill H. Flynn
Marijo P. Foster
David A. Franklin
Stephen S. Frockt
Brian C. Gardner
Woodford
and Sandra Gardner
Daniel W. Goodman
William C. Gormley
F. Gerald Greenwell
Charles G. Gussler
Anna R. Gwinn
Tammy P. Hamzehpour
Keith G. Hanley
James E. Hargrove
Tamra Gormley
& John W. Hays
Mark E. Heath
Robert W. Heaton
Joseph B. Helm
Gayle W. Herndon
James T. Hodge
Paul E. Holcomb
Joseph M. Hood
James Host
J. William Howerton
John D. Hubbard
Winter R. Huff
Theodore M. Ivanchak
Carolyn M. Jackson
Sarah M. Jackson
Stephen S. Johnson
Celebrating during the Ashland Oil Challenge Victory luncheon were, from
left, John Hall, chairman of Ashland Oil lnc., Thomas L. Feazell, Dean
Campbell, Richard Spears '61, Judy Thomas, Jim Stephenson '67 and Mac
Zachem.
The Ashland Challenge is met
Alumni of the University of
Kentucky College of Law contrib-
uted more than $350,000 over the
past three years to help the College
meet a challenge grant given in
1989 by the Ashland Oil Company
and the Ashland Oil Foundation.
This past April, Dean Rutheford
B Campbell, Jr. and Director of
Development Debbye Wells met
with Ashland Oil Chairman John
Hall and other company officials at
a special thank you luncheon to
announce the successful comple-
tion of the challenge.
As of December 31,1991,
alumni gifts amounted to $357,000,
which-when added to Ashland's
original $150,000 challenge-gave
the school $507,000 for the
endowment.
The interest from this endow-
ment is used to fund the Ashland
Oil Professorships in Law. These
appointments are held by UK law
professors Richard Ausness and
John Garvey.
If you were among the hundreds
of law school alumni and friends
who helped make this challenge
such a success, please accept our
sincere thanks. Once again, you
have answered the call and helped
your College take a major step
forward in providing excellence in
legal education.
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Mary U. Jones
Martin B. Kamens
James E. Keller
Robert W. Kellerman
Paul N. Kiel
Shelby
and Elizabeth Kinkead
James A Kizer
John C. Klotter
J. Jeffrey Landen
William and Susan Lawson
Robert Y. Link
Edna M. Lowery
Dwain H. Lowry
Titus G. Lyle
Quinten B. Marquette
Earl F. Martin, III
Melvin S. Martin
Richard D. Martin
Robert R. Martin
Dale K. Marvin
David A. Marye
Basil H. Mattingly
Terry L. McKinley
Mark S. Medlin
Dilissa G. Milburn
Joseph H. Miller
Stewart J. Miller
Kirk B. Moberley
Mary L. Montague
Charles D. Moore, Jr.
Robert N. Mumaw
David L. Murphy
Leslie M. Newman
David Y. Olinger, Jr.
Curtis and Lucy Park
Mary B. Perdue
Beverly B. Polk
Karen A. Powell
Robert D. Preston
Jeffry N. Quinn
Nelda M. Randall
Thomas W. Rau
Brian C. Rieger
Cary Robertson
Robert Rodriguez
John F. Rogers, Jr.
Rosenberg, Simon & Lupo
Harold F. Salsbery, Jr.
Betty M. Sandler
George D. Schrader
Martin and Carole Schriefer
Robert J. Schroder
William R. Schuetze
David B. Sebree, Jr.
H. Leon Shadowen, Jr.
Nelson E. Shafer
Randy D. Shaw
James G. Sheehan, Jr.
Stella H. Shepherd
Headley Shouse
Frederick A. Simon
Craig W. Sloan
Linda S. Speed
Donald L. Stepner
Janet L. Stumbo
Edward A. Stumpp
William L. Sullivan
Stephen W. Switzer
John S. Talbott, III
Anna C. Tatman
Thomas R. Thomas
Duard N. Thurman
Keith A. U!ley
Gregory F.
Van Tatenhove
Palmer G. Vance
Richard A. Vance
Robert E. Vick
Donald H. Vish
Robert E. Wagner
Malcolm P. Wallace
John D. Welch
Deborah A. Wells
J. Keller Whitaker
Ray B. White
Rebecca H. White
William A. Wickliffe
John M. Williams
Karl G. Williams
Bunyan S. Wilson, Jr.
Natalie S. Wilson
Nancy Barrickman Yelton
Gregory E. Young
Honor Roll of Donors
FRIENDS
Phillip R. Aaron
Lisle Baker
John & Virginia Barrow
James E. Bassett, III
William & Virginia Black
Paul G. Blazer, Jr.
Ann Buechel
Susan Burch
R. B. Campbell
Karen Cheatham
Albert G. Clay
Thomas K. Cole
Alcie A. Combs
John Corcoran
Frederic H. Davis
Marijo P. Foster
Alma Lee Francis
Mary W. Fulton
Sandra B. Gardner
F. Gerald Greenwell
T. Marshall Hahn
Suzanne B. Hamilton
Beverly J. Harrison
Eleanor Hawse
James Host
Tom Isaac
Brereton
and Elizabeth Jones
Shelby C.
& Elizabeth Z. Kinkead
Donna M. Lavelle
Ullin W. Leavell, Jr.
Mark A. Linneman
Anna Bain Lumsden
Paula Maier
Robert R. Martin
Carol T. Matthews
Ann Bell McCoy
A. Stevens Miles, Jr.
J. R. Miller
Patricia G. Miller
James A. Miner, Jr.
Mary L. Montague
Charlotte W. Nefzger
Louis B. Nunn
Nancy B. Overstreet
Curtis J. Park
Lucy Park
Katherine G. Peden
Stuart Penn
Nelda M. Randall
Samuel M. Rosenstein
William J. Rudloff
Robert G. Schwemm
Headley Shouse
Herbert D. Sledd
Frances Spain
Linda S. Speed
Elvis Stahr, Jr.
Duard N. Thurman
Rae L. Vansant
Donald H. Vish
Deborah A. Wells
Carroll Morrow '31, left, and his partner, Dick
Frymire '59.
Morrow bequest
breaks records
Like so many others, Carroll Morrow '31
cared deeply for his law school, and at the
time of his death he provided a gift that will
influence young legal scholars for years to
come. Through a bequest in his will, Mr.
Morrow left the UK College of Law its single
largest gift from an individual-nearly
$275,000.
Mr. Morrow was a partner in the law firm
of Moore, Morrow & Frymire, now Frymire,
Evans, Peyton, Teague & Cartwright in
Madisonville, Kentucky.
Upon receipt of the final distribution of Mr.
Morrow's estate, Dean Campbell said,
"Through his generosity and caring, Carroll
Morrow will have a lasting effect on the
College of Law for years to come." Mr.
Morrow's bequest will be placed into the
College's endowment for the support of
scholarships and other programs.
LAW FIRMS,
CORPORATIONS,
FOUNDATIONS
& ASSOCIATIONS
Arch Mineral Corporation
Arnold & Porter
Ashland Coal, Inc.
Ashland Oil Foundation, Inc.
Boehl Stopher
Graves & Deindoerfer
Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corporation
Brown, Todd & Heyburn
John N. Browning
Family Fund
Burlington Northern Railroad
CSX Corporation
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Capital Holding Corporation
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
Citizens Fidelity Bank
and Trust Company
Coca-Cola Company
Columbia Gas
Transmission Corporation
Coopers
& Lybrand Foundation
Deloitte & Touche
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Distilled Spirits Council
of the United States
Dow Chemical U.S.A.
Equitable Resources
Energy Committee
Ernst & Young Foundation
First Kentucky
National Corporation
Friends of Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt
General Electric Foundation
General Motors Corporation
Hamilton & Hamilton
Hartford Steam Boiler
The Humana
Foundation, Inc.
IBM Corporation
Island Creek Corporation
Johnson's Wax Fund, Inc.
Lake Ronel Oil Company
Landrum & Shouse
Liberty National Bank
MAPCO Coal, Inc.
MAPCO Foundation
Marsh & McLennan
Companies, Inc.
Massey Foundation
Mayer, Brown & Platt
NCNB Corporation
NorfolkSouthern Foundation
Penn, Stuart,
Eskridge & Jones
Phi Delta Phi International
Legal Fraternity
Piper, Wellman & Bowers
Reynolds Metals
Company Foundation
Rhoads & Rhoads, P.S.C.
ROLM Company
Rosenberg, Simon & Lupo
Shumate, Shumate
& Flaherty
Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom
South Central Bell
Southern Pacific
Transportation Company
State Farm
Insurance Company
Stoll, Keenon & Park
Texaco Foundation
Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation
Trimble, Lindsay & Crafton
United Parcel
Service of America, Inc.
Warner-Lambert Company
Westvaco, Inc.
Williams & Jensen
Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs
ClassGifts b
CLASSES WITH
HIGHEST TOTAL
CO[';TRlBl T10'lS
1931 $105,000
1961 $41,475
1928 $40,000
1969 $15,332
1953 $15,100
1925-1930
Number living: 17
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 18%
Total Contributions: $40,300
John William Gillon, Jr. '25
Colvin P. Rouse, Sr. '28
Malcolm P. Wallace '30
1931
Number Living: 7
Number Giving: 1
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $1 05,000
Carroll W. Morrow"
1932
Number living: 7
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 29%
Total Contributions: $1,100
Rufus Us Ie
Lon B. Rogers
1933-1934
Number Living: 17
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 18%
Total Contributions: $1,450
Woodrow Burchett '34
Mildred O. Robards '33
Franklin W. Stevenson '33
1935-1936
Number Living: 23
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 9%
Total Contributions: $250
Armand Chiappori '35"
Harry P. Dees '35
1937
Number Living: 7
Number Giving: 1
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $250
Henry O. Whitlow
1938
Number Living: 19
Number Giving: 4
Percentage Giving: 21%
Total Contributions: $800
James N. Elliott, Jr.
Vincent F. Kelley
Roger C. Womack
Robert P. Woods
1939
Number Living: 18
Number Giving: 5
Percentage Giving: 28%
Total Contributions: $1,600
Herman G. Dotson
Jo M. Ferguson
James S. Greene, Jr.
Paul Oberst
J. D. Ruark
1940
Number Living: 19
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 16%
Total Contributions: $375
Walter Major Gardner
William H. Hazlett
J. Keller Whitaker
1941
Number Living: 17
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 18%
Total Contributions: $300
Paul J. Durbin
Joe R. Johnson, Jr.
Arthur B. Rouse, Jr.
1942
Number Living: 14
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $135
John S. Boles
Squire N. Williams, Jr.
1943-1946
Number Living: 24
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 8%
Total Contributions: $150
CLASSES WITH
HIGHEST LE\ ELS
OF (;R un ATE
P~RTlCIP~T10[,;
1960 32%
1932 29%
1939 28%
1951 28%
1948 25%
C. Kilmer Combs '46
Robert D. Preston '46
1947
Number Living: 18
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 11%
Total Contributions: $1,700
Uhel O. Barrickman
J. David Francis
1948
Total Living: 56
Total Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 25%
Total Contributions: $4,110
Richard W. Asher
James E. Banahan
Ben M. Combs
John K. Hickey
Ben L. Kessinger, Jr.
John C. Klotter
Dwain H. Lowry
Harry B. Miller, Jr.
Elmer E. Morgan
Calvert T. Roszell, Jr.
William L. Sullivan
Robert E. Vick
William A. Wickliffe
Bunyan S. Wilson, Jr.
1949
Number Living: 60
Number Giving: 8
Percentage Giving: 13%
Total Contributions: $2,050
John C. Anggelis
Porter H. Gilbert
Edward H. Johnstone
James M. Lassiter
Henry Meigs, II
Everett H. Metcalf, Jr.
Robert E. Ruberg
James G. Sheehan, Jr.
1950
Number Living: 47
Number Giving: 5
Percentage Giving: 11%
Total Contributions: $11,300
Edward T. Breathitt, Jr.
Charles R. Burton
A. Singleton Cagle
George F. Charles, Jr.
Daniel W. Goodman
1951
Number Living: 54
Number Giving: 15
Percentage Giving: 28%
Total Contributions: $7,130
Everett Burton, Jr.
William B. Byrd
John A. Diskin
Thomas B. Givhan
Herbert D. Liebman
Stewart J. Miller
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Lafferty Society
tops 250 members
The membership roster of the UK College
of Law's most prestigious donor club -The
Lafferty Society -reached an all time high of
252 on December 31, 1991. Members are
successful alumni and friends who, through
their gifts and pledges of $10,000 or through
their planned gifts of insurance or bequests of
$50,000, have dedicated their support to the
law school.
Members of the Lafferty Society automati-
cally become members of UK's Fellows
program.
Received into Lafferty Society membership
during calendar year 1991 were:
Carroll W. Morrow '31 •
Henry Meigs, 11 '49
Reford H. Coleman '63
Joseph T. Burch '66 and Susan Burch
Richard H.C. Clay '77
Marl< R. Overstreet '80
Donald H. Combs ' 82
James W. Gearheart' 88
Gail M. Bass
Linda K. Breathitt
Marl< A. Linneman
Irving Rosenstein
Rae L. Vansant
The next gathering of the Lafferty Society
is scheduled for Friday evening, Nov. 6 prior
to the annual UK Fellows dinner and dance.
Frederick E. Nichols
George C. Perry. ill
Ernest W. Rivers, Jr.
Thomas B. Spain, Jr.
Robert F. Stephens
Harold M. Streets
Roscoe Tarter
Henry Watson, Jr.
John D. Welch
1954
Number Living: 19
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 11%
Total Contributions: $750
Thomas P. Lewis
Gardner L. Turner
1955
Number Living: 26
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 12%
Total Contributions: $370
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Thomas A. Mitchell
George D. Schrader
1952
Number Living: 29
Number Giving: 1
Percentage Giving: 3%
Total Contributions: $100
Shelley T. Riherd
1953
Number Living: 22
Number Giving: 2
Percentage Giving: 9%
Total Contributions: $15,100
Norma B. Adams
Laramie L. Leatherman
1956
Number Living: 21
Number Giving: 3
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $1,350
*Deceased
1956
Harold K. Huddleston
David B. Sebree, Jr.
J. Montjoy Trimble
1957
Number Living: 37
Number Giving: 6
Percentage Giving: 16%
Total Contributions: $1,750
J. Leland Brewster, II
Robert E. Harding, Jr.
H. Hoover Haynes
Luther P. House, Jr.
Calvin N. Manis
Robert Caywood Metcalf
1958
Number Living: 27
Number Giving: 4
Percentage Giving: 15%
Total Contributions: $2,875
Brantly D. Amberg
John P. Gartin
Joseph B. Helm
James Park, Jr.
1959
Number living: 32
Number Giving: 5
Percentage Giving: 16%
Total Contributions: $1,300
Richard L. Frymire, Jr.
James H. Lucas
Nelson E. Shafer
Bobby K. True
Ray B. White
1960
Number Living: 28
Number Giving: 9
Percentage Giving: 32%
Total Contributions: $2,500
Leslie D. Aberson
John T. Bondurant
C. Dale Burchett
Carl R. Clontz
Charles E. English
Dulaney L. O'Roark, Jr.
Sidney N. White
Henry R. Wilhoit, Jr.
Jude P. Zwick
1961
Number Living: 34
Number Giving: 7
Percentage Giving: 21%
Total Contributions: $41,475
James W. Clay
John C. Darsie, Jr.
J. William Howerton
Thomas L. Jones
James W. Shepherd, Jr.
Richard W. Spears
Robert G. Zweigart
1962
Number Living: 31
Number Giving: 4
Percentage Giving: 13%
Total Contributions: $1,700
WilHam M. Cox, Jr.
William P. Curlin, Jr.
Peter S. Perlman
Whayne C. Priest, Jr.
1963
Number Living: 33
Number Giving: 6
Percentage Giving: 18%
Total Contributions: $2,550
Charles S. Cassis
Marshall P. Eldred, Jr.
William C. Gormley
Robert B. Hensley
Frank N. King, Jr.
Anthony M. Wilhoit
1964
Number Living: 37
Number Giving: 7
Percentage Giving: 19%
Total Contributions: $4,850
John D. Cole
William H. Fortune
James A. Kegley
Ben J. Lookofsky
Harold D. Rogers
Joe C. Savage
Richard C. Ward
1965
Number Living: 72
Number Giving: 8
Percentage Giving: 11%
Total Contributions: $2,515
Robert M. Alexander
David Michael Coyle
Norman E. Harned
Thomas E. Harris
Sidney C. Kinkead, Jr.
Titus G. Lyle
George W. Mills
Stephen N. Palmer
James A. Scott, II
E. Frederick Zopp
1966
Number Living: 78
Number Giving: 12
Percentage Giving: 15%
Total Contributions: $7,673
Richard A. Brown, Jr.
Joseph T. Burch
Stephen S. Frockt
William R. Hamlin
James E. Keller
Milton M. Livingston, Jr.
E. Phillips Malone
Jerry P. Rhoads
James A. Shuffett
Donald L. Stepner
Robert E. Wheeler
Leslie G. Whitmer
1967
Number Living: 116
Number Giving: 16
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $5,102
James W. Barnett
J. Larry Cashen
Robert L. Caummisar
William R. Harris, Jr.
Lionel A. Hawse
John D. Hubbard
John C. Hunsaker, III
Paul N. Kiel
J. Alan Lips
Tebbs S. Moore
Larry A. Neuman
Phillip D. Scott
David C. Short
James G. Stephenson
David H. Thomason
David L. Yewell
1968
Number Living: 133
Number Giving: 16
Percentage Giving: 12%
Total Contributions: $8,725
Ronald J. Bamberger
Kathleen M. Brickey
John C. Carter, Jr.
C. Timothy Cone
John M. Elias
Gordon B. Finley, Jr.
Robert E. Gillum
W. Stokes Harris, Jr.
Ron Henson
Paul E. Holcomb
Richard S. Holt
Louis A. Kawaja
Orson Oliver
Kendall B. Robinson
Frederick A. Simon
Charles R. Simons
Robert D. Vance
A. Norrie Wake, III
Natalie S. Wilson
1969
Number Living: 131
Number Giving: 25
Percentage Giving: 19%
Total Contributions: $15,232
Glen S. Bagby
William J. Baird, III
Gerald E. Benzinger
A. Franklin Berry, Jr.
James N. Brickey
James B. Brien, Jr.
Rutheford B Campbell, Jr.
Travis Combs, Jr.
W. David Denton
Jack F. Durie, Jr.
Robert L. Fears
Woodford L. Gardner, Jr.
C. Edward Glasscock
William S. Howard
Martin B. Kamens
Michael Krawitz
Joseph H. Miller
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You make the difference
Alumni and friends of the College of Law
truly make the difference when they volunteer
their time and expertise to our projects and
programs. This spring, Dean Campbell and
Development Director Debbye Wells unveiled
a new plan for the College's Development
Council which will offer more opponunities
for law school alumni to become involved
with their school,
The new organization of the College of
Law Development Council will consist of four
separate working committees:
The Lafferty Committee will consist of
UK Fellows and Lafferty Society members
who will be responsible for making recom-
mendations for changes within the Lafferty
Society structure, identifying and soliciting
new Lafferty Fellows, and for advice and
counsel on major fundraising campaigns for
the College.
The Annual Giying Committee will take
over the design and implementation of the
College's Annual Fund each year with
particular emphasis on a renewed Class Agent
program, reunion gift programs, etc.
The I,afferty Associates Committee will
undertake the task of establishing a new gift
society for graduates who have been out of law
school for 10 years or less.
The Senior Partners Committee will be
responsible for the organization of events and
opportunities for the participation of our
alumni who graduated 50 years ago or more
from the law school.
If you would like to be part of this new plan
to increase support and opportunities for UK
College of Law alumni, please contact Debbye
Wells at (606) 257-3208.
John P. Reisz
Leslie E. Renkey
Dean E. Rice
Robert P. Ross
Paul A. Saffer
Gary R Smith
Lawrence J. Tweel
Lee W. Harvath, Jr.
Benjamin J. Hays
Jack H. Horn
Michael A. Hurter
James Alien Kizer
Paul L. Lamb
John A. Nefzger
David E. Price
L. Doug Quillen
D. Terrell Sherman
Lillian D. Williams
1970
Number Living: 111
Number Giving: 17
Percentage Giving: 15%
Total Contributions: $6,725
Aubrey C. Brown
William S. Cooper
Laurence J. Cutler
John T. Daughaday
Benjamin L. Dickinson
Michael J. Harrison
1971
Number Living: 112
Number Giving: 17
Percentage Giving: 15%
Total Contributions: $11,840
Continued Next Page
GIFTS
BY CLASS
1971
John B. Baughman
C. Michael Buxton
Stanley L. Claybon
Bruce K. Davis
Ronnie G. Dunnigan
Frank J. Faraci
Robert F. Goodman, Jr.
Asa P. Gullett, III
Stephen L. Hixson
James T. Hodge
Kirk B. Moberley, Jr.
Gregory L. Monge
Robert N. Mumaw
Ronald A. Newcomer
Bruce M. Reynolds
William T. Robinson, 111
Richard D. Siegel
Donald E. Skeeters
1972
Number Living: 147
Number Giving: 11
Percentage Giving: 7%
Total Contributions: $2,825
Mark G. Arnzen
E. Lambert Farmer, Jr.
Michael W. Hawkins
Stephen S. Johnson
William H. Jones, Jr.
Jerry W. Markham
William A. Schuetze
G. David Sparks
Paul E. Sullivan
Thomas A. Thomas
1973
Number living: 160
Number Giving: 30
Percentage Giving: 19%
Total Contributions: $11,240
Fred S. Bachmeyer
Gregory M. Bartlett
W. Lewis Brown
William B. Churchill
J. Kirk Clarke
Marvin L. Coan
William G. Deatherage, Jr.
Beverly J.
Westbrook Fitzpatrick
J. Michael Foster
William G. Francis
C. Kent Hatfield
Robert W. Heaton
Joseph M. Hood
Gary S. Logsdon
Melvin S. Martin
John T. McGarvey
Michael J. McGraw
James M. Miller
Donald P. Moloney, 11
Thomas D. Muncy
Katherine Randall Park
Harold F. Salsbery, Jr.
Richard A. Sanks
L
Charles F. Satterwhite
Robert J. Schroder
Ralph P. Stevens
Patrick A. Thompson
William P. Thurman, Jr.
Gardner D. Wagers
Robert M. Watt, III
1974
Number Living: 180
Number Giving: 22
Percentage Giving: 12%
Total Contributions: $12,902
Ronald K. Bruce
James K. Caudill
Guy R. Colson
Thomas M. Cooper
Andrew B. Cox
Robert Michael Duncan
Joanne K. Duncan
David C. Fannin
Ronald L. Gaffney
Buckner Hinkle, Jr.
Ernest H. Jones, II
Quinten B. Marquette
Thomas W. Miller
Charles D. Moore, Jr.
Danny L. Owens
J. David Rosenberg
Stephen M. Shewmaker
John H. Stites, III
David T. Stosberg
Stuart M. Vaughan, Jr.
Timothy C. Wills
Clarence A. Woodall, 111
1975
Number Living: 146
Number Giving: 17
Percentage Giving: 12%
Total Contributions: $7,207
Thomas W. Amann
Charles J. Arnold
Charles J. Baird
Thomas W. Davis
Carol Eubank
Joseph R. Goeke
Elisabeth Goldman
Ross Harris
William Hickman, III
Andrea R. Hilliard
Charles J. Lavelle
William M. Lear, Jr.
R. David Lester
Dale K. Marvin
W. Thorton Scott
Damon R. Talley
Robert L. Walker
1976
Number Living: 149
Number Giving: 21
Percentage Giving: 14%
Total Contributions: $8,868
Larry S. Blair
Wayne L. Bromley, Jr.
Joseph W. Craft, III
Gay E. Darsie
Mark D. Esterle
Bill H. Flynn
Sandra D. Freeburger
William J. Gallion
F. Craig LaRocca
Cathy C. Lowe
Walter W. May
Roderick Messer
Richard V. Murphy
David Y. Olinger, Jr.
Lewis G. Paisley
John D. Preston
H. B. Quinn
Gary L. Stage
Carroll D. Stevens
Bruce B. Weiner
Rebecca J. Westeriield
1977
Number Living: 141
Number Giving: 18
Percentage Giving: 13%
Total Contributions: $5,525
Douglas W. Becker
Edward J. Buechel
Randy G. Clark
Richard H. C. Clay
Bradford L. Cowgill
Ruth H. Baxter Crawford
Barbara E. Edelman
Raymond M. Edelman
Sheila R. Isaac
Gregory K. Jenkins
David A. Marye
Harry L. Mathison, Jr.
Ronald G. Robey
Phillip G. Royalty
Gene Smallwood, Jr.
Rodney V. Tapp
Kathleen E. Voelker
Fernita L. Wallace
1978
Number Living: 158
Number Giving: 11
Percentage Giving: 7%
Total Contributions: $7,705
Robert J. Busse
Jennifer B. Coffman
Laura D. Keller
Robert Y. Link
Dwight T. Lovan
M. Gregory Rains
Thomas W. Rau
Darlene Y. Ross
Sept Tlmous Taylor
John D. Van Meter
Robert B. Vice
1979
Number Living: 150
Number Giving: 15
Percentage Giving: 10%
Total Contributions: $2,967
Susan L. Coleman
Richard F. Dawahare
David A. Franklin
John Thomas Garrett
Keith G. Hanley
James G. Harralson
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SBA calling alumni
The 1991-92 Student Bar Association has
established an endowed scholarship fund (The
SBA Most Improved Student Award) that will
be given each semester to the second or third
year student showing the greatest academic
improvement as determined by comparing the
student's GPA for the semester in question
with his or her GPA going into that semester.
In January, over 80 members of the UK
College of Law's Student Bar Association
gathered to telephone nearly 1,000 alumni.
Under the leadership of SBA President W.
Douglas Kemper '93, gifts and pledges were
gratefully received from over 300 alumni
totaling nearly $40,000. The amount of the
Award will be equal to the most recent six
months' interest earnings from the endow-
ment. The recipient must be a full-time
student and have completed at least three full
semesters at the UK College of Law. The first
SBA Most Improved Student Award will be
presented this year.
From the students at your law school today,
please accept a sincere thank you.
In June, members of the Class of 1982 gathered
at the Kentucky Horse Park near Lexington for
their 10th reunion.
Congratulations, Class of '82
Special congratulations go out to the Class
of 1982 for one of the most successful and
unique l G-year reunions in law school history.
On June 6, nearly 100 class members along
with their families gathered at the Kentucky
Horse Park for outdoor games, a pig roast, and
an evening of dancing. The class presented
Dean Rutheford Campbell with a check to
increase the endowment of the Lynn Bennett
Scholarship Fund, established by the Class in
memory of one of their classmates.
1979
Theresa L. Holmes
Glenn A. Hoskins
Robert W. Kellerman
Douglas M. Lamb
William H. Lawson
Kurt W. Maier
Paula J. Shives
Kenneth R. Taylor
Nancy Barrickman Yelton
1980
Number living: 156
Number Giving: 19
Percentage Giving: 12%
Total Contributions: $4,525
David M. Andrews
John M. Burton
Robert H. Cornett
Charles G. Gussler
W. Patrick Hauser
Timothy J. Kaltenbach
Thomas N. Kerrick
Ti mothy K. Lowe
Michael D. Meuser
Charles R. Michel
Geoffrey R. Morgan
Elizabeth A. Noyes-Palmer
Mark R. Overstreet
John E. Pence
Fred E. Peters
Carl J. Stich, Jr.
Janet L. Stumbo
Penny Travelsted
John P. Watz
1981
Number Living: 152
Number Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 9%
Total Contributions: $1,675
David E. Arvin
Logan B. Askew
Winifred L. Bryant
Don R. Cundiff
Jon R. Felde
John T. Lovett
John W. Phillips
Susan D. Phillips
Betty M. Sandler
H. Leon Shadowen, Jr.
Robert E. Wagner
Roy D. Wasson
Rebecca H. White
Elizabeth A. Wright
1982
Number living: 157
Number Giving: 34
Percentage Giving: 22%
Total Contributions: $10,251
A. Stuart Bennett
Elsa G. Black
Anita M. Britton
O. Lee Cave, III
Anne D. Clarke
Donald H. Combs
Charles L. Cunningham, Jr.
1982
Wolodymyr I. Cybriwsky
R. Eberley Davis
William R. Dexter
John R. Grise
Kerry B. Harvey
Kent Hendrickson
Sarah O. Hernandez
Gayle W. Herndon
Carolyn M. Jackson
Sarah M. Jackson
J. Jeffrey Landen
Richard W. Mattson
John G. McNeill
Jane E. Mitchell
Jeffrey Mobley
Phillip M. Moloney
Julia C. Morris
David L. Murphy
Joseph P. Pons, Jr.
Karen A. Powell
Stephen K. Ramsey
Benita J. Riley
Jonathan L. Rue
Robin Simpson Smith
Leonard J. Stayton
A. Bailey Taylor
Jane Beasley Welch
1983
Number Living: 147
Number Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 10%
Total Contributions: $2,820
Kathryn A. Arterberry
Vincent J. Cotton, Jr.
James E. Hargrove
Carolyn M. Kennedy
James W. Litsey
M. Austin Mehr
R. Joseph Phillips, III
Brian C. Rieger
Thomas R. Riney
Michael D. Risley
Kenneth R. Sagan
Donna D. Terrell
Rick L. Thomas
Shirley A. Wiegand
1984
Number Living: 156
Number Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 9%
Total Contributions: $1,545
Dirk M. Bedartf
C. R. Bowles, Jr.
Mark W. Browning
Brian C. Gardner
John W. Howard, II
Maury D. Kommor
Martha Jean Owen Miller
Jeffry N. Quinn
Carole C. Schriefer
Randy D. Shaw
John S. Talbott, III
Holliday Hopkins Thacker
Steve A. Tucker
Richard A. Vance
1985
Number Living: 144
Number Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 10%
Total Contributions: $2,655
Jane E. Broadwater
Kristine Brower
Theodore E. Cowen
Michael Davidson
Cathy W. Franck
Anna R. Gwinn
John L. Kiser
Mark H. Metcalf
Steven L. Spalding
Gregory N. Stivers
Edward A. Stumpp
Anna C. Tatman
A. Michael Tucker
Kathy Warnecke
1986
Number Living: 140
Number Giving: 14
Percentage Giving: 10%
Total Contributions: $950
Gerald L. Bell
Douglas F. Brent
Laura D. Carruthers
Elizabeth H. Childress
Steven D. Combs
Tammy P. Hamzehpour
Mark E. Heath
Mary U. Jones
Joseph H. Mattingly, III
Mark S. Medlin
Mary B. Perdue
Stella H. Shepherd
Stephen W. Switzer
Keith A. Utley
1987
Number Living: 117
Number Giving: 12
Percentage Giving: 10%
Total Contributions: $1,100
William S. Bowmer, 111
Ann M. Buechel
John L. Dotson
William B. Kirk, Jr.
Nancy B. Loucks
Edna M. Lowery
Earl F. Martin, III
Basil H. Mattingly
Carol B. Paisley
David W. Smith
Patricia Brennan Van Cleave
John M. Williams
1988
Number Living: 140
Number Giving: 16
Percentage Giving: 11%
Total Contributions: $2,328
Bruce E. Blackburn
Frederick M. Busroe, Jr.
Judson F. Devlin
Continued Next Page
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Colvin P. Rouse Sr., center, has established a
scholarship endowment for outstanding
students. Pictured with Rouse are UK Lexington
campus Chancellor Robert Hemenway, left, and
Dean Campbell.
Colvin P. Rouse Sr.
endowment scholarship
The College of Law has been the recepient
of gifts totaling more than $100,000 from
1928 law school alumnus, Colvin P. Rouse,
Sr. for a scholarship endowment established
to provide tuition assistance for an outstand-
ing student at the UK College of Law.
Mr. Rouse is a 1926 graduate of UK's
College of Business and Economics, received
his JD from UK in 1928, and went on to
receive his LL.M. from Columbia University
in 1932. While at UK, he was Editor in Chief
of the 1927-28 Kentucky Law Journal. Mr.
Rouse's career includes service as City
Attorney of Versailles, Kentucky from 1935-
1942, and as Master Commissioner of the
Woodford Circuit Court from 1935-1968. He
is senior partner in the finn of Rouse, Rouse
& Combs in Versailles.
At a special appreciation luncheon in May,
Dean Rutheford Campbell and Lexington
Campus Chancellor Robert Hemenway met
with Mr. Rouse and 10 members of his family
including his wife, Rebecca Rouse, his two
daughters, Mrs. Donald P. Gaver, Jr. and Mrs.
Stephen Wotman, and his two sons, Colvin P.
Rouse, Jr. and James D. Rouse. Both Dean
Campbell and Chancellor Hemenway spoke
of the importance of private support to the
scholarship programs at UK's law school.
By providing this endowment, Mr. Rouse
has guaranteed that a deserving student will
be able to study law at UK for generations to
come. His commitment to the UK College of
Law is yet another example of the importance
of support from our alumni and friends.
GIFTS
BY CLASS
1988
John L. Oi Fiore
Kelly M. Easton
James W. Gearheart
Tamra L. Gormley
John E. Hackley
John W. Hays
Winter R. Huff
Terry L. McKinley
Anna D. Melvin
Leslie M. Newman
Beverly 8. Polk
Brian S. West
John B. Whitesell
1989
Number Living: 144
Number Giving: 11
Percentage Giving: 8%
Total Contributions: $740
John D. Borders, Jr.
Jane E. Grigsby
Gene L. Humphreys
Richard D. Martin
Mary G. Moloney
Cary Robertson
John F. Rogers, Jr.
Gregory F. Van Tatenhove
T. Morgan Ward, Jr.
David T. Wilson, II
Gregory E. Young
1990
Number Living: 146
NumberGiving: 9
Percentage Giving: 6%
Total Contributions: $535
Charles E. Clem
Robert P. Combs
V. AnggeHs Cuppy
Theodore M. Ivanchak
Dilissa G. Milburn
Robert Rodriguez
Karen S. Skeens
Craig W. Sloan
Palmer G. Vance
1991
Number Living: 134
Number Giving: 4
Percentage Giving: 3%
Total Contributions: $1,550
Jeffrey B. Leland
Stephen Wayne Grace
Karl G. Williams
Weston W. Worthington
An architect's rendering of the University of Kentucky College of Law.
How
can you
help?
Involvement and support for the College of
Law takes many fonns--each equally important.
Whether you choose to show your support of
your law school through involvement in the
development councilor alumni board, as an
advocate to the state's legislative body, as a
resource for new students, as an adjunct faculty
member, or as a donor, you make the difference.
We are often asked by alumni "How Can I
Help?" Donate! Donate your time, donate your
influence, and, of course, donate your resources.
Following you will find a short list of examples
of support gratefully accepted by the UK College
of Law. Further information on any of these
vehicles can be received by contacting Deborah
Wells, Director of Development, 227 Law
Building, Lexington, KY 40506-0048, Phone
(606) 257-3208, Fax (606) 258-1061.
1. Gifts of Cash. The majority of gifts to the
law school are in the form of cash. A cash gift
may be claimed as a charitable deduction up to
50 percent of adjusted gross income for those
who itemize.
2. Gifts of Securities. Gifts of appreciated
securities can provide special tax advantages:
capital gains tax may be avoided completely and
the fair market value of the stock may be
claimed as a charitable deduction on your
income tax, up to 30 percent of adjusted gross
income for those who itemize, with a five-year
carryover.
The simplest way to make a gift of stock to
the law school is to instruct your broker or
banker to transfer it to the University of Ken-
tucky. The broker should be asked to contact the
University's development office to determine
whether the University wishes to keep the stock
or sell it.
3. Gifts of Real Estate. Gifts of homes, farms
and other real property can receive the same
treatment as gifts of securities: no capital gains
tax plus deductibility at fair market value.
Usually, the University will accept gifts of real
estate if there are no restrictions placed on selling
the property.
4. Gifts of Life Insurance. When UK is
named as the owner and sale beneficiary of a life
insurance policy, the donor receives an immedi-
ate income tax charitable deduction of the lesser
of the policy's fair market value or the net
premiums paid. Premiums later paid by the
donor are also tax deductible.
5. Matching Gifts. Many alumni are able to
increase their gifts to the law school through their
or their spouse's employer's matching gift
program. If your employer has such a program,
your gift may be multiplied once, twice, or even
three times. Usually, the corporation's personnel
department can provide information about a
matching gift program and forms to send with
donations.
6. Wills. The most frequent form of an estate
gift to the law school is a specific bequest in a
will. Important tax savings can result from this
type of contribution, since bequests to UK qualify
for an estate tax deduction. On the next page of
this magazine you will find suggested bequest
language and a form that can be returned for
more information.
7. Gifts in Trust. Benefactors who wish to
receive income during their lives while at the
same time providing a significant gift to the law
school should consider establishment of a
charitable remainder annuity trust or a charitable
remainder unitrust.
8. Gifts in Kind. Another way to support the
College of Law is through gifts of tangible
personal property. When the gift relates to the
mission of the College, such as books, works of
art, or equipment, the donor is eligible for a
charitable deduction equal to the full fair market
value of the gift.
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When you remern6er
the people~and
institutions .~
withspeclal meaningr
in your Ufe, con~ider
passing that richness
on to the next
generation.
Have you included the
UK College of law in
your will?
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY COLLEGE OF LAW SUGGESTED
BEQUEST
LANGUAGE:
"I bequeath the sum of $_
(or _ percent of my estate),
without reduction for any tax
occasioned by my death, to the
University of Kentucky, a
charitable corporation located
in Lexington, Kentucky, to be
used or disposed of at the
discretion of the Dean of the
College or Law for the benefit
of the College or Law."________________ ---'--.:..:...:::.=-=~.:.=.. :....-_---l:.. ~ ..... ...::ll.....!J
_ Please send me information about including the UK
College of Law in my will or estate plan.
_ I have already included the college in my will.
Name. Class
Address _
______ Zip __
Please return card to:
Ms. Deborah A. Wells
Director of I)cvelopmenl
UK College of Law
227 Law lIuilding
Lexington, KY 40506-0048
606/257-3208 - Fax 6061258-1061
Telephone _
College of Law
Office of the Dean
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0048
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